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ABSTRACT

The fact that a topologicai space is compact and

Hausdorff if and onìy if it can be embedded as a closed subset

of some topologica'l product of the closed unit interval I, has

been knoln since the late 1930s when the Stone-óech compactification

ßX of an arbitrary compìetely regular, Hausdorff space X was

constructed by lvl. Stone and E. óech. This led to the more

general notion of E-compactness introCuced by Engelkíng and Mrdwka.

If E is a topoìog'ical space, then a space X is said to be E-compact

jf X can be embedded as a c:losed subset of some topological product

of copies of E. A space X is called E-complete'ly regular if X can

be embedded as a subspace of some topological product of copies of E.

Engeìking and Mrdwka constructed the maximaj E-compact extension BEX,

for any E-completeìy regular space X. In the ca.se E=I, the classes

of E-compìetely regular and E-compact spaces are preciseìy the

classes of completely regular, Hausdorff and compact, Hausdorff

spaces respectively. In addition, in this case ßgX=ßX. Goìng

somewhai fr-rrther, Herrlich introduced the class of f-compact Spaces

for a given class of spaces I, and obtained a maximal r-extension of

â l=Coffipìetely regular Space. Topological extension properties have

most recently been investigated in great detail by R.G' Woods' His

work in that area has provided much of the motivation for this study.

r '. _ .' .:. ;.:



In this work we are concerned with extension pnoperties

which consi st ortìy of comp'l eteìy regu'trar, Hausdorff spaces . Such

properties relate d'irectìy to the class of compact, Hausdorff spaces.

In particular, if o is a topologica'l extension property and X is a

compìeteiy reguìar, Hausdorff space, then there is an extension oX

such that Xsoxs ßX. Furthermore, oX satisfies many of the conditions

satisfied by ßX. One of the objects of this work is to examine the

relationship between oX and ßX.

' The first chapter investigates pseudocompactness properties

related to extension properties. This chapter cujminates in a

characterization of N-compact spaces which gives a partial ansv,Jer

to the question of which reaìcompact, zero-dimensional spaces are

N-compact.

In the second chapter we focus on one particula¡^ extension

property, the class of tio-bounded spaces. hle obtain partiaì results

toward characterizing the pseudocompactness property related to the

class of roo -bounded spaces.

A well known theorem of Glicksberg states that for a pair

of infinite spaces X and Y, ß(XxY)=ßXxsY if and only if XxY is

pseudocompact. In Chapter 3 this equaÏity is examined for arbitrary

extension propel'ties,. It is shc¡n 'Ehat for a large class of

extension properties, the Glicksberg theorem remains true with ß

replaced by o.

ln Chapter 4 we apply a number of the resuits,¡f Chapter 3

in order to obtain a characterization of the pseudocompactness of a

zero-dimensional topoìogical product.



. In.the final chapter, which is essenùially unrelated to

the first four chapters, we obtain lattice theoretic characterizations

of those lattices that are isomorph'ic to the lattice of zero-sets of

certain topoìogical spaces
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CHAPTER O

PREL iI'II NAR I ES

Our topological nobation is the standard notation ,.,.

estabìished in the literature. For background material on

compactifications the reader is referred to the Gillman and Jerisoh

text [ 17] . All spaces wilì be assumed to be completeìy regu'lar 
,,,,_.,.;

and Hausdorf:t unless otherwise mentioned. By a map we wil'l mean :'::::'

a continuous function ,,.',,",,

If f is a continuous real-valued function on a space X, 
i

the s.et ix€X: f (x)=91 is called the zero-set of f and Z(X) denotes

the famiìy of all zero-sets of X. The Stone-dech conlpactification o'F

a completely regular, Hausdorff space X is denoted by gX, and is 
1

characterized as the compactification of X to which all bounded t 1

cont-inuous, real-valued functions on X may be continuously extended 
l

For a space X, the points of eX-X are the free ultrafjlters on Z(X) 
i

(orz-u1trafiltersorrX)andwillberegardedbothasfree

z-ultraf,'llters on X and as points of ßX-X without specific mention l"-" '

. :,.
(the reader ìs referred to Chapter 6 of t 171 where ßX is constructed ,1,',,'.'

by means of z-ultrafilters on X).

A space is called zero-dimensionai (0-dimensional) if it

has a basis of cìosed:and-open (henceforth called clopen) se!s. The 
¡,,,,,,,,-

class of 0-dimensional spaces wilì be denoted by ç0. The maxirnal

0-dimensional compactification of a 0-dirnensional space X is denoted

by ßoXo and is characterized as the 0-dinensional compactification

i.'..
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of X to whjch all continuous {0,l}-valued functions on X may be

continuou.sìy extended ( where {0,1} denotes the two-point discrete

space). The reader is referred to I i] for an investigation of goX.

For a space X, B(X) denotes the famiìy of all clopen subsets of X.

If X is O-dimensional, the points of ßoX-X are the free ultrafiiters

of B(X) (or cìopen ujtrafilters on X) arrd will be reEarcled both as

free clopen ul traf i:lters and points of ßo X-X without specif ic nlention.

I'he reader may be more fanliliar with ßoX as the Stone space of the

Boolean algebra B(X).

If X is a space, E(x) wjll denote the proiective cover

of X (the reacjer is referred to tl$l and t38l for an investigation

of E(X)). ,E(X) is an extremally disconnected space such that there

is a perfect, irreducible map k:E(x)*x (a map is pertect if it is

closed, continuouso onto and preimages of pcints are compact, and a

niap is irreducibie if no proper closed subspace of the domain is

mapped onto the.range). Ïf x is compact then E(x) is the stone

space of the Boclean algebra of regu'lar closed subsets of X, and

the map k:E(x)+X takes an ujtrafilter of regular closed sets to its

intersection. Then if X is an arbitrary complete'ly regular'

Hausdorff space, E(X)=¡*(X) where k:E(gX)*OX as above.

The set (and discrete space) of natura'l numbers is denoted

by ll, the space of real numbers by R and'the c'losed unit interval by I.

The cardinality of a set S is denoted by lsl. þle employ tþe standard

conventions from set theory that an ordinal is thought of as its set

of predecessors, and a cardinal is an initial ordinal. An ordi nal
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space is-an ordinal with the order topology. If a is an ordinal

oo denotes the o-th uncountable cardinä1. If m is a cardinal

number then m+denotes its succesor. If T is a famiìy of sets, then

uTru{U :ueT} and nT=n{U :tET}

The maín obiects of study 'in thís thesis are topo'logÍcal

extension properties. I,Je now define them and state some basic

facts'about them.

0.1 Definitio[: A topological extensÍol propenty o is a class of

spaces which satisfies the following conditions:

i) if Xeo and X is homeornorphic to Y then Ye@,

ii) !f X€o and C is a closed subset of X, then C€o'

iii) i.f {Xd:oeA}90 then n{Xs:c€A}€ o (n is cartesian product),

iv) I€0.

A L-dimensional topoloqical exlension property o is

class of 0-dirnensicrnaj spacês satisfying i),ii), and iii) above and

containing the space i0,1] (it is clear that if o contains a space

witli more than one po'i'nt, tlien the last ccndition fol.lows from i'i)).

The reader may be more famil iar with extension properties

and 0-Cirtensional extension properties as epi-reflective left-fitting

subcategories of the category of completely regu'lar, Hausdorff spaces

or û-cl-ímensiona,l , äaus<iol Ff spaces nespectively, Chapter 10 of t 40I

gives ari introducticn to extension properties from a categorical

point of view.
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If f: X + Y is a continuous map, then f admits a continuous

extension g(f): ßX + ßY such that ß(f)lX = f. This is shown in

Theorem 6.4 of í,171. A similar proof to the proof of this fact

shornrs that if X and Y are O-dimensional spaces and f: X + Y, then f

admits a continuous extensi'on ßo (f ) ¡ goX * fuY. These maps will be

used often and wilì be referred to as Stone extensions of the map f.

In t321, the concept of E-compactness is discussed. If E

is a (not necessari'ly completely regular and Hausdor'ff )"space, then

a spacg X'is called E-cornpact if X can be embedded aS,a closed

subset of Em for some cardinal m. If E is compìetely regular and

Hausdorff, and I can be embedcied as a closecl subset of Em, then the

class of t-compact spaces forms an extension property. The classes

of I-compact spaces, R-compact spaces and {0,1}-compact spa.ces are

equal to the extensíon properties consjstíng of the compact Hausdorff,

realcompact, and compact. 0-dimensional spaces respectiveìy. In [ 16]

anrl [ 43.1 , examples are given of extension propertjes .no'ü contained

in the class of E-compact spaces for any space E.

Our basic refe,'ences for extension properties are [ 23] ,

lza,l,[32] and t431, The following result can be found in t231.

0.2 Theorem: Let r be a class of (O-dimensional) spaces. Let

Kr (k r¡,'.¿unote al1 (0-dimenst'onal) spaces lvhich are homeomorphic

to a closed subset of a topological product of members of f u {I}
(r u {{0,1}}). Then Kr (r"r¡ is the smaljest (O-dirnensíonaT)

exiension property containing t.

i.:

L'.,
l:. ,

i.:....

f'.': ' .:The fo'llowing is Theorem 1 of î,241 .
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0.3 Theorem: Let o be a (0-dìmensional) extension property and

X a (O-dimensional ) space. Then there exists a space oX such that

i)xgoxÇeX(xgoxqsox),
i i ) ôXeo,

iii) íf .f:X+Y is a continuous map and Yeo then (g(f))(oX)c Y

( (e, (t))(oX) Ç Y) wheree(f ) denote,s the Stone extens,ion of the

rnap f (i.e. BF): ßX -' 6Y) and',similar.ly for ßo {f).
. It follows that oX must be unique up,to homeomor:phism

:with respect to conditions i) - iii). That is, if oX and vX were

extensions of X both satisfying i) - iii) then there would exist

a homeomorphism from oX onto vX which keeps X pointwise fixed.

if o'is an extension property, we will refer to oX as the maximal

o-extension (or iust o-extension) of X" The class of alì

'(0-dirnensional ) extension properties wil I be cienoted by l( (lto) .

0.4 Theolem: if o,v ç tt(tto) and o Ç Y and X is a (O-dimensional)

space, then vX I oX.

'Proof: Let T = o(vX). Let f: X + Y be a map where Veo. Since

Y€v, (ß(f ))(vX) S Y. Thus Ê(f ) lvX:vX + Y. Since Yeo '
(B{r))(oivx)) s v. Thus (s(t))(T) g Y and T satisfies i), ii)

and iiÍ) of Theorem 0.3 above. By the uniqueness of oX we have

. that T=oX,.,i Thus YX Ç T= 6[.u

'The proof of the folìowing Iemma is left to the reader.
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0.5 Lemma: Let I be a class'of (O.dimensional) spaces and

suppose that o=Kl (tç r¡: Let X be a (0-dimensjonal ) space and

pGßX-X (eoX-x¡. Then every continuous map f: X + Y where Y€0,

aclmits a continuous extension to'the pcint p if and only if every

.continuot¡s f: X -> C where C€1, admits a continuous extension to p.

The foìlowing is Theorem 4.1 of I 321.

û"6 Theoj"em: Let øt(tto ) and let X be a (O-dimensional ) space.

Then a point p € ßX-X (O.X-X¡ is in oX if and only if given a space 
i,,.,:,,,:,,

Ye oand a continuousmapf: X+Y, f admits a continuous 
r': :'i:

extension to the point p. I

The following is an immediate corolìary to 0.5 and 0.6.

'

0.7Coro]]är.y:Letoelt(lto)suchthato=Kf(lçr).Suppose

XsTgBX(ß'X) and everymap f: X+Ywhere Ye I admits a

continuous extensÍon to T. Then T c oX.

The following two results are found in Proposition 2 of i241.

0.8 Theorern: Let ø e tt (¡t ) and let X be a (0-dimensional) space.

Then oX = n{TS sx 1ßoX): X s T and T e o}

0.9 Theoreri: Let o e tt (tto ) and let X be a (O-dimensional ) space.

if f: X + Y is a perfect map and Ye o, then Xc 0.

0 " 10 Def in'i tion: Let o e tt (tto). Then o' is the class of all

(0-dimensional) spaces which satisfy the equality oX = ßX (oX = eoX)

and is called the pseudocompactness propêrtv of g. The ctass of

I.,-:.": .,:,', :..:.:
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a.lì (0-dimensional) pseudocompactness properties will be denoted

by f(' (JfJ ).

For example, if o is the class of realcompact spaces, o'

is the class o'F pseudocompact spaces. The follorving is Theorem 2.1

oft43l.

0.11 lhesrem: Let o,v e fc (fro ). Then

i) ifl X c ol .and X is dense in Tthen T € o'.

ii) X e ono' if and onìy if X is compact

iii) ifX€ o' and f: X+Y is continuous and onto, then Yeo'.'
'Í

iv) ifoqvthenf gq'.

' Finall.y, we note once again that a point of gX (OrX¡

r,¡ill also be regarded as an ultrafilter of zero-sets (cìopen sets)

on x. 'lt p u gi (oox¡, we will use without explicit mention the

fact that a zero-set (clopen set) Z is a member of the z-ultrafilter
(clopen ultrafilter) p if and only if p € c1u¡(Z) (p e cltuX(Z)).

!:::::,
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CHAPTER 1

PSTUDOCOMPACTNESS PROPERTIES

. In this chapter rue develop the theory of pseudocompactness

pr:operties which vras first íntroduced by R.G. Woods in t 431 . Several

of the results of th'is chapter v¡ill be used irr subsequent chapters.

However, the theory is developed in this chapter to lead to a

character-i'zation.of those realcompact, locat ly compact, O-dimensional
i

spaces that are N-compact (i.e. homeomorphic to a closed subset of

some potver of the space N) in terms of a densÍty conditíon on the

outgrorvth (eX-X¡ of the Stone-eech compactification. In addition,

we answer in the. negative, by means of counterexample, 'bwo questions

'raised in t431. Specificaiìy, in 2.10 of t43l ít is shown that for

p e í6, eithen o 'is equa'l to the class of compact O-dimensional

spaces or o' does not. properiy contain the class of pseudocompact

0-dimensional ,spaces. l,Je show that the corresponding statement for

øelt is false. A:!so, an extension property o is exhibited with a

space Xe o' such that E(X) f o' (in fact E(X) e o). This contrasts

the situat.ion in which o is the class of reaìcompact spaces and o'

is the c.lass of "ordinalny" pseudocompact spaces.

As pointed out in Propcsition 3.13 of t43l I there is a

par:tia'l order'!,ng by inclusiott on fú and f6 which behaves very much

'like a complete lattice ordering (tne aitterence being that neither

ff nor 16 is a set).
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1.1 Definitjol: Let A be a set and ìet {oç¡: a € A} g. fc (rG ).

DefineÂ{Õo: a€A} =ñ{Õo,: ueA}. AlsodefineV{oo: a€A} =

K(u{o.,: a € A}) (Ç (utoo: o e Ai) ).
Given a space X there is a close connection betr^reen the

joÍn (V)' epe',ration on a sqt of gxtension propertiesrand the

corresponding extension of .X.

1.2 Prcposi.tion: Let X be'a spacet A a set, and ioo: a e A] c ff. ,,,,,',,.',,.,

Let v = v{Õo: c e A}. Then yx = fì{oox:a € A}. "'"''"''i'
i.,.::.:,j.ì l:

- :.::.::.,::,..:Proof : Since oa q V for all a e A, it follows from 0.4 that : ,:':l

yx. s n{Õox:a e A}. since v = K(u{ocl:o € A}) by definition,

by 0.5 ancl 0.6 it is sufficient to show that for every a G A ,

and Y€ocr andcontinuousmapf: X+Y, (e(f))(n{oox:seA})s } ,

i.

inordertoshowthatn{ogX:ueA}ÇvX.Butsince(e(t))(ooX)s

ÕoY = Y and n{oox:o € A} SosX, we have (e(t))(n{ooX:oe A}) gY
:

:

and hence YX = ñ{Õc¿X:a e A}.8 
l

The problem of how to formulate the extension of X

corresponding to the meet (n) of extension properties in terms of i.,,r,,,'-,.'
', , ..' - 

' 
.

the individua'l extensions, is left open to the reader. However, .,.,:,',,:¡,:,
-t. : -1,_'-

as the foî'l,ov¡ing example shows, if o = vÂ0, 0, v, o € ff, then

oX is not necessar:ily the union of vX and sX. l

1.3 Example,: if rn ís an infinite cardinal number, a space X is 1,.-,,,',;:,.

ca]Jedm-.boundedifeverysubsetofXofcardinalityatmostmis

contained in a compact subset of X. In 1411, it îs shown that for :
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a given infiníte cardinal m, the class. of m.bounded spaces is

an extension .property and that the m-bcunded extension of a

space X is the set of points in gX that are in the closure of

some subset of X of cardinality at most m ( in Chapter 2 we

e'xami,ne m-bounded spaces in detail ). If we let v be the class of

r,ro-bounded spaces and o the class of reaìcompact spaces, then v^o

is the,class of compact spaces ( as an "b-bounded.space is

rcountabl'y compact hence pseudocompact, and by 5H2 of [ 171 , a

pseudocompact, realcompact space is compact). But if X is the

discrete space of cardinality urr, then X € 0 and hence 0X = X.

Aìso vX S eX (as,there are points in BX not in the closure of a

rcountable subset of X, these are the uniform ultrafi'lters on X).

' Thus oXJvX = K¡YX = oX F ßX = oX (cìearly if o is the class of

compact spaces 0X = ßX for any space X). ffris concludes the

exampl e.

' " Proposition 1.2 above can eas.ily be seen to hoìd with

ff replaced by iro. The close relationship between ff and Í6 leads

'to interesting and'useful results. Let X be a 0-dimensionaì space

and i: X + ÊoX be the identity map. Then there is a map ß(i):ex*goX

the Sione extensìon of i. In the following theorem, a point p e g¡

(eoX¡ wiì1 also be regarded as an ultrafilter of zero-sets (clopen

sets) onil ¿5 nentioned in Chapter 0.

1.4 Theorem: Let X be 0-dimensional and g(i): ÊX * 3oX as defined

above. ihen

i) if p e ßx, then(s(i))(p) = p n B(X); and
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ìi) any rnap from gX to a O-dimensional space factors through ßoX

by means of e(i).

Proof: i) Let U"€ p n B(X). Then p € cleX(U). llence

,,, (s(i))(p) e clÊox( (e(i))(u)) = c'lßox(u). Thus u e (eii))(p).
: Conrierse,ìy, if U € ('e(i))(p), then (s(i))(p) e ct6X(U). Thus

p e clßx(u). Fo¡" if p. .tu*(x-u) tnen (p(i))(p) e .lB"x((s(:))(x-u))=

:.,. q,, cl'*o*(X-U)-.' 'But this is impossible since U and X-U have disioint
.''.':''':: cì.osure5, in:,ÊoX. , Note that i) implies that if q e tuX then

:::':ì (e{i})Î(q), = {p € ßX:p n B(X) = qi.
: 

-." 
..1

I iit) Let f:ßX + Y where Y i,s 0-dimensional . Then f = Ê(f lX).

' l-lowever, there ïs aìso an extension ru (f lX): fu X -+ y. Since

. (flx).Ì = flx, and borh (eo(rlxll.(e(t)) and ß(flx) = f agree on x,

we must have f = (ßo (fl{)). (g(i)). In particular, any such map

1.4 ii) above can be found in t1l in a somewhat different

form. 'If x is compact then x* is the quotient space of x by a map k

which collapses. the.co.nnected components of x. It ís shown in t.1l

that any map From x to a 0-dimensional space factors through k.

Noticing rthat if X is O-dimensional that (gX)* is tu X and k is

ß(i ), we have 
.i .4 ii ).

1.5 Defin'itj'On: Let,Þ. e f6. Then (I x o ) =.K0, .,

since 0 c t6, it is c'lear that x e Ko if and only if X

is homeomorphic to a closed subset of Iffi * po, where m is some

cardinal number and Po € Þ (hence the notation I * Õ ).



1.6 Theo.rem: Let Õ € ÍÇ and let X be a O-dimensional space. Then

(i x o)X = (s(t))*(oX).

. Proof: Let f: X + P where P € o. Then, as in Theorem 1.4 ii),
e(f) = (e.f)) . (B(i)), 'Since (Ê. (f))(oX) e P, vre have that

(ß(r))((a(i))*(oX);) = (e. (f))(ox) Ç. P. Clear'ly every map from

X to I extends to (g(i)¡*:(oX) (in fact to aìl of eX), thus by 0.5

and 0.6 (B(i))*(oX) c. (i * Þ)X.. .In addition, since É,(i) is a

perfect map anrl oXe o gI,x Õ,,(e(i))*(oX) e t x o'.,Thus, ;

(I x oiX g (s(i))*(ox) by c.B. 'Hence (I x o)X = (s(i))*(ox).o

l.i qeti1¡gg¡.: The operation o: lt ->Ko is defined by

o(o) = 6 rl Eo. For notational convenience 
.let o(o) = 00.

The foilowÍng theorem shows that lhe oper:ation 'io!l

defined above is onto (i.e" if v e fq then there is a o e ärf such

that v = o(o) = oo).

1"8 Thearem: Let Y € fro. Then (I * y)o (= o(t * v) ) = v.

Proof : Since v.s'I x rlrr Wê must have that V c. (I * v) n ço =

(I x v)o. LetXc (I' v)0. Thus Xe I x y, and (I x v)X = X =

(e(i ))*,(ivx) by Theorem 1..6, since X is 0-dimerisional . Thus,

YX=Xandhence,XeY.u

It is clear that if o e Íf then o ¿ I * ôo If o is the

class of spaces such that X € o if and onl¡r if the connected

components of X are compact, then it is easy to verify that o e Íf.

Since if v €,rfo, every nember of I x v has compact components, an

obvious coniecture is that o =I'x Y for some Y € ff'. l,Je show this

conjecture is false.

12.
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1"9 Lernnn: A space X is O-dinrensional if and only if the

connected component in gX of any x € X is {x}.

Proof: l-et X be 0-dimensional and.x € X, Recall that in a compact

space the connected cornponent of a point is equa'l to its quasi - 
,,,.,,,:.:

cornpünent (i,e..the,ìnter'section of all cìopen sets containing the

point - see 'lheorem 16.15 of t 171 ). Let p € ßX, P I x. Then

thene is a ne,ighbor.hood U in ßX,, of X such that.p Ê clgX(U). Since 
,,.1r,,..,t

X,n U is a neighbor_hood of x, in X, and X is 0-dimensionai, there is '::':':::"t:

a clopen set V in X'such that xc VSX n U. But then 
,',;..,,i:,,t.

clu¡(V) c clßX(U), hence p É cl6¡(V). Since x € clEx(V) and clßX(V)

is clcpen, p is not in the quasi-component of x jn gX. Thus the

connectedcomponentofxinÊXis{x}.ThisproVeSthenecessity.

l'o see the sufficiency, let x € X, x € Uo U open in X.

]hen U = X rì ï,i where, Vl is open in gX. Since {x} is the intersection

ofthec.lopensetsinBXc'3ntainingx,andBX.Wiscompact,there

must be a cìopen set V in ßX such that x e V Ç l,r!. Thus

x e V n X Sl,Jn X.= U. ancl since V n X is clopen in X, X must be

0-dimensional .u 
"',",j',",:,

..' Let X be a totalìy disconnected, non-C-dimensional space

such that any Èwo points of X can be separated by clopen sets (e.g.

the ,space i6L of t 17J.). Since X is not 0-ciimensiona'l , and no two

poÍnts of X are in the same quesi-component of gX (as they can be

separated by ciopen sets), by Lemma 1.9 there are points x € X,

p e gX-X such that x and p are the same connected component of BX.

ButclearìyXe o as X is totalìydisconnected. But iff: X+Y is
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any tnap wheie Y c oo = Ëo(recall that o is the class of spaces

whose connected components are compact), then (e(f))(p) = (ß(t))(x)

as the image of a connected set must lie inside a connected set,

and by Lenrma 1.9, if Y is O-dimensjonal , the on'ly connected sets

contaÍning points of Y are 'ühose points themselves. Thus, by 0.6

X# I x 00. SÍnce J x Õo -) I * v for anyv e t{o, this shows that

Õ 'f ,i'x,y 'For,; any v e f6. The prob'lern of characterizing those

members of ff which are equal to I x y for some v € Í{b is left
open to the reaCer.

' By an atom in lt(tt") we will mean an ejement o such

that if v g o then either v = ,Þ or v is equaT to the c'lass of

çompact (0-dimensional) spaces (the class of compact (0-dimensional)

spaces is t.he srnaìlest in rc (16 ) urith respect to the order by

Ínclusion - hence the noüation). The following Èheorem relo.tes

the atoms in r to those in ¡6.

f.i0 Theorem: o Ís an atom in fG if and only if I x ø is

an atom in v¡C..

Proof: NecessÍty. Suppose o is an atorn of f6. Let Y c I x ô .

Then:Yo'g (I x 0 )o = Õ (by Thetlrem 1.B). Since o is an a'tom, we

must have vo = ö ot yo is the class of compact O-dimensional spaces.

Supposei I';'x o, is not an'atom,,i;ê.' there is a v e ;ff rvhich properl¡t

contains the class of compact spaces and Ís properìy contained in I x0.

Let X € y such that X is non-compact. Then t(x) e vo and E(X) is

non-compact, But Yo S o (for if vo = o then I x o : i " Yo !Y
contrary to the assumption that * F 

t x o ). Hence vo is equal to

ia . ... '. r
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bhe class of compact 0=dimensional spaces as o Ís an atom.

This contradicts the existence of the non-compact space E(X) e vo .

Thus I " o must be an atom.

Sufficiency. Suppose I x 0 is an atorn in f" Let v 
F 

a ,

where, v E Ífo. Then I x v F I * o (f,or by Theorem 1.8, i,f

IxY = I x0, thenv = (I"v )o = (I*.0 )o =o ). Hence Ixy
is the class of alì compact spaces as I x o js an atom" But then

v .= (I ",v )o is the class of alì compact O-dimensional spaces.

Hence o is an aiom.¡

Note that the first part of the above proof also shows

that if o € f6, then I x o is the smallest member offf whose

l'ntersection with ço is equal to o

Recall that if 6 e tt (tt ), the pseudocompactness property

associated wÍth o is denoted by o' and consists of all (O-dimensÍonal)

spaces X for which the equality oi = BX (e,X) holds.

a

i.11 Thqq¡em: Let a e K (n" ) and suppose o = Kr (lÇr) for sorne

class,r.cf (O-dimensionat) spaces" Then X e o' if and only if give-n

Y e r ancl ,f: X + Y, then cty(f(X)) is compaci.

Pro:of : 'NeccesÍty. Let X . *1 . By 0.11, f (X) e q' and hence

clyif(X))e o'. ButY€ rgô, thus cty(f(X))e ono'. Again, by

0.11, cly(f(x)) must be compact.

Sufficiency. Suppose X F o' . Then oX g ßX (tuX). Letr
p€ ßX-oX (mx-oX¡. By0.5and 0.6 there is a Ce tand f; Ì+C
such that (e(r))(p) e 6c-c ( (m (t))(p)e tuc-c). Thus clç(t(x))

is not compact.E
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The fol'lowing clefinitions and resul ts are quoted directìy

from section 3 of t43l (specificalìy, they are 3.6 - 3.9).

f .i2 ÞSI¡j!_q¡l-:i)Let Y be a class of spaces. Then F = {X: every

subspace of X'r,¡hich is in v has compact closure in XÌ

ii) If o, y e ff (16) then o and Y are said to be copseudocompact

,if o' ,=, y' . The copseudocompactness class of o € rc (lt" ) ís the

,cl,ass tf al'l v e tc (tç ) which are copseudocompact l^¡ith o.

1..16 LeqUa: Let Y tie a cTass:of spaces closed under the formation

oi' continuous images. ïhen (E ), is the smallest pseudocompactness

property containing the class Y.
:

Proof:StlpposeOe7fandvÉo1:'Then@'-Ç.r¡yLemma7.74.

tsy Theorem 0.1..1, ty')'g ( GT )', ltov¡ever, ( Tõ'J: )l = r' by

Theorem 1.15. Hence, (V]' S o' .o

' .:. :l'::'

1.13 Theorem: Let V be a class of spaces such that any continuous "1::'

image of any member of v is again in v. Then Fe ff"

1.14 l-emma: Let o, Y be classes of spaces such that o' Y e Íf.

IfogY,thenvgo.

1.15 Theorem: Let o e tt, Then (øl " rc, GT is copseudocompact

with o, and fo-I contains any other member of ff copseudocornpact wíth

o {i.e. lot-I is the larEest member of its copseudoccmpactness class)

.' If v is a: class of O-dimensional spaces, then I may be i:,:,:,:',,:,,:,'
: . : .:

defined'in the obvious anaìogous way to l.l2 and Ít can be quickly ..,'.,'. -,'.,

seen that 1;13 - f.i5 remain valid in a 0-dimensional context.
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There is a natural "function,' from Íf to Íf ' (¡r" to ¡6,)

namely the one which carries an extension property 6 to its
pseudocompactness property 6,. ic' (i6) can be partialty ordered by

inciusion. The fo'lìowing theorem shows the close relationship

between the part.ial orrders of rc (¡6 ) and ff, (lfi).

1.17 lheorem: Let {oo:.a e A} be a subcìass of ff....::;..:-
,r'.',;1-::1'- ' ;i) (Vtoo:cl'€ AÌ)' = n{oL:e e A} ; and
_ t: -.'

:',:,,:,,,t:., : ii) (¡t'oo:c e A])' = ( firtÕtã€ At ) )' if oo = füsfor all a€A.

Pr.oof : i) By Defn. 1.1, V{oo:c c A} = K( u{oo:a € A} ). Thus by

Theore¡n 1.11 X€ ( V{oo:r€A} )' if and only if given ac A, YF 0a

and f: X + Y, then cly(f(X)) is compact; i.e. X e ( Vioo:d e A] )"

: if and only if for each a e A, X € o.!.

ii ) For convenience ìet u{o'o:q € A} = v. Clearly v c (e{oo:oeA})'

(for" l{oo:g e A} E o¡¡ for a'li o € An hence by 0.i1 o,s g (n{oo:,reA})'.

for all o e A). Since o'o e r' for all c e A, we have that o'o is

closed under the formation of contjnous images by 0.11.. Thus ulo'o:aeAl ,

. :_-: -:_:'-1: .t, ,.,. is closed under the formation of continuous Ìr.nages. By Lemma 1.16r
:::f:.:.

''.',',"1,''.¡ ( v )' is,.,the smallest pseudocompactness property containing v. Thus

lì (y)'çi^{oc:c¿eA}I. SupposeX€y. SinceoLgvforqsA' '
;

v ç- (oä,),= Õ,r by hypothesis. Thus X e.Â{oa:a € A} and v s liioo:oÊA},i..
::;r'::..:,;:,:,:,1 hgnce (¡{Oo:o e A})rg ( tr )r."', ..1:.t.t t :

is necessary in 7.77 ii) has not been answered by the author, and

is Teft open to the reader,

The question of whether or not the hypothesis oa = (o!)
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The.maximum member of a copseudocompactness cìass seems

to pìay a centraì role in the theory of pseudocompactness properties.

The foiìovring result shows how to obtain all such maximal ¡nembers.

DefÍniticn: Let I be a class of spaces. Let Õ6, = {X: t'f C e S

is compact).i:'C + X then cl¡(f(C))

This definition is a generalization of the notion of

'(E,ÊE)".compactness introduced in [ 20] . Given a space E, a space X

Ís called (f,Bf)-compact i't the image of any map from E to X has

,compact closure in X. Thus 0a is equal to the class of spaces

thaù are (f,gl)-compact for ali E € 8. It is easy to verify that

p* e ff for any class r:f spaces 8.

1. 1.9 TlieonelL: i )

ii) ifo=(o')
Proof: i) Let o =

andletC€åand

ec (os)' . Thus
I

is ccrnpact by 0.11

Thus .X c öE

ii) Suppose Õ = (t:)

is. compact by .'[þss¡srx

0cOs. LetXe0g
@

the embedding map i:
clx(i (A)) = ct¡(A) is

Tf XeorC€o' andf:C+
1.11. Let ,8o = Õ' . Then th,is

and A a subset of X such that A

A -r X is continuous. Since A €

X then ct¡(f(c))

shows that

. r: . Then

Ot. = S,

a@n = Õ6 for any class of spaces å;

theno=06 whereS=o''.

il--)' ) By Theorem,l.l5 06 Ç o. Let X € o

f : t + X. By Theo.rem 1.11 it is clear that

C e (06)' = d ancl hence c'l¡(f (c)) e (o6)' and

as c1¡(f (c)) e o ( being'a closed subset o'F x).

compa.ct. Thus X e Iõ'T = Q .u
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1.16 - 1.19 have obv'ious analogues in f6 as the reader

may easiìy verify. Corresponding

a copseudoconrpactness class is

which are the smalìest members of

The fo'llowing theorem relates to

to the study of maximal nembers of.

the study of extension properties

their copseudocompactness classes.

this investigation.

1 .20 Theorern: Let {Eo:* e A} be a farnily of spaces. Suppose that

ifpeÊto-Eotheneach Eoosatisfies the folìorving condition:

( Eoou {(ß(f))(p):f: E.,o* EoJ ) e n{ (K{Ecx})' : s e A} Then

K{tcr:o e Ai is Ehe smallest memtrer. of its copseudocompactness class.

Prroof: Let o = K{Eç¡:e€ A} and supposev€fc such thato' = Yl '
It is enough to show that Eo e v for alì o € A' Suppose Eo # v for

somê a € A. Then there is a p € vEo-Eo, Let :

T,= ( Eou t(p(f))(p) : f: Eo*Eo ] ). 'ihenTçn{(K{Eoi)'':e€A} =

( K{Eo:o, € A} )' by Theor"em 1.17 i). Thus T € Õ' ='/ hle show

that Eo e y' To show this we show that for every 'F: Ea + Y and

Y c y, ciy(f(Eo)) is compact and then invoke Theorem 1.11.

: Let f:Es-+YwhereYç'v Stncep€YEo ,lte¡tust

have,(eff))(p) e Y ¡ But then (s(f))(T) g Y . For let qe 1.

Then there is a map g: Eo + Eo such that (g(g))(p) = q. Now.

f . g: Eo+Y, hence (e(f . g))(p)e Y. But ß(f 'g)=g(f)'B(g)
anrl tren'ce. (s.(t,. s.)){p) = (e(f))( (e(g))(p)) = (e(f))(q). Thus

(e(t))('q) eY and hence (s(r))(T) gY. SinceT={ , (e(f))(r) ev'

by 0.11. Thus cly( (g(t))(f) ) ev nv' and must be compact by 0.11.

Since Eo is dense in T we must have that c'ly(f(Ecr)) is compact and

hence Eo e v, = O'. But Ecr e Õ and therefOre must be Compact.
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Since v contains aìì compact spaces,

contradicts our initial assumption.

hence & c v.E

Note that the above theorem

K by lG, {Eo:cr E A} Ç Ço and..v'€ ffó.

20.

we must have that Ea € v vrhich'

ThusEoevforalìacAand

hoìds if B is

An identica'l

repìaced by ßo

proof applies;

i;zr' æt¡oition: 
.'A 

'space x is al most ccmpact'if loX-Xl : t.

' Clearly
t

of Theorem 1.20.

Theorem t.20.

1.22 Corôllary:

Then K{Eo:c G A}

cl ass

any aìmost compact

Thus the following

space satisfies the hYPothesis

coroìlary is immeciiate from

Let {Eo:o e A} be a famiìy of almost compact spaces.

is the smallest tnernbel of its copseudocornpactness

An ordinai space (i.e. an ordinal with the order topotogy)

is almost compact if and onTy if its cofinality is uncountable ( tf¡is

is shown in 5.12.of Íl'tl for lhe ordinai space or,, hÐwever" the'same'

proof app'lies'to any ordinal with uncountable cofinality)' Thus the

condition of almost compactness on an ordinai space is equivalent to

countãble ccmpactness (in fact uo-boundedness). Thus any family of

r,ro-'bounded ordinal spaces gei'rerates {Uy the operatìorrs K ot' 16 )'an' .

extension property minimal in its copseudoccmpactness clasg'

1.23 Definition: A

everypegX-X,the

is dense in gX-X"

space X is calìed weaL'ly hotnogeneous if

set {Q e gX-I : q = te(f))(P) for some

for

f: X+X]
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This is the density condition reìated to the result on

N-compact spaces mentíoneC at the outset of this chapter. It is

somewhat weaker than the condition of almost honrogeneity defined în

J21, which requines that f be a homeomcrphism,of X onto X. It is .;.,, .;,.
i.¡::,,.,;,...,:..

not difficult to pro,re that N is almost homogeneous hence weakly

homogeneous. l^Je can go somewhat further.

ll ll --r'

1.24_l'heqg!.: If'X is I x N-coilpact (i.e. Xe K{I * N} )then X is ir::':,,.

weakly homogeneous" ,,. ,, :,.,:,

Proof: Let X be I x N-compactand letpe gX-X. By0.6 there is a 1:::')'

map f: X + N such that (g(t))(p) É ¡f. Let U be a non-empty open

subset of ßX-X. Then there is an open set V in gX such that
rl

(clgX(V)) - X is non-empty and is contained in U. l''low, clg¡(V) =

. Since (clov(V)) - X is non-empty c1¡(V n X) iscìu¡(clx(v n X)). since (clex(v)) - x is non-en
:

non*compact. But'X is I x N-compact, hence realcompact, so cl¡(V n X) 
i

jsr^ealcompact.anclnon.conipact,hencejsnotpseudocompact.Thusby

Coro'llary 1.21 of LL7 !, c.i*(V n X) contains A = {ai:i e I'l}, a closed,

C-embu=dded copy of,.N,.. , S.ince A is closed in ci¡(V n X), we rnust have '. ,,:,:,

i;' rt:':i'¡:'l

that (c,I,'gX(A)) A is non-empty and is contained in (c'iex(V)) - X g U. ;:,,,,;,;,,:

rws: h(x) ='ai if and oniv if f(x) = '¡. 
:i::;':'¡fi

Let h: .X"+ X be def ined as follows: h(x) = 'ai if and only if f (x) = '¡.

Ciearl¡r h is contirìuouS as f is continuous. Also (e(h))(p) É n as

(g(f.)){e),S,, N" hence (e(h))(p),e u. Thus x is 
'reakìy 

homogeneous.n 
1;.;,,: ..::;1:;;1
'::.:: -- - .'.
;.:.;_ "; '' ;';.

It is not true thaË every i * N-compact space is almost

homogeneous. A strongly 0-climensiona'1, realcompact space is N-compact

as shown in t 231 (a space X is strongly 0-dimensionai if ßX fs
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O-dimensionaì) hence'is I x N-compact. Let D be the discrete space

' of cardina'lity ur, . Then D is realcompact and strong'ly O-dimensional ,

I1'7],a'ndsinceDisextrema1ìydisconnected,ßDmustalsobe

' ,extremalìy ciisconnected by 6Ml of t 171, hence gD is 0-dimensionai). '

Let'p e BÞD be such that p is not in the closure of any countable'

Fribset'gf D, and let U = (cìgn(V)) - D where V is a countably infinite ,',,'.,,,.,.,,.

i,'i.':.,:,','.

:'subset of.'D. Cìear'ly if h: D -+ D is any homeomorrphism, then :

.i
_.::...::_: 

j..:

;(ßtf,l) (p)''ç u'. Thus D is not almost homogeneous, but D is weakly i''-":,':i'i.'

rhomogeneous by Theorem 1.24. However, the reader may verify that

R is almost hornogeneous, in a straightforward manner.

The following result is Theorem 3.1 of t141. It witl play 
:

a central role in the proofs of some subsequent theorems of this

chapter l

1.25 Theorern: Lei X_be a locally compact, realcompact space. Then

a subset D g ÊX-X is dense in gX-X if and only if XtrD is pseudocompact.

1.26 gglg.tlgry: .K{R} is the smallest member of its

copseudocompactness class

Proof: If o = K{R} then ÕX = uX, the l-levritt realcon,pactification of

X for any.space X. Thus, by BA4 of t171,(K{R})' is the class of
f : : :'

pseu.docompact spaces. Noting that R is realcompact and locaìly

compact, the result follows immediateìy from Theorems 1..20 and 1.25

and the fact, mentioned above, that R is weakly homogeneous.tr

i:.::'
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1.27 -EqUa: Let X be a O-dimensional , reajcompact and non-compact

,0u..*un (l(o {X})' is the class of 0-d'lmensional pseudocompact

spaces.

Frroof: If A is pseudocompact and f: A + X is continuous, then t,,,,:.,,.
.':

etX(f,(A))" is pseudocompact, and hence must be compact as X is

reaìconrpact. Conversely, if every map from A to X is such that its

inrage .i.n X has compact ciosure and A is 0-dimensÍonal , then A must ,.....,,,:
L"t"tl" i

i_:- :.-:

int33j, there ís amap f: X-+N which is onto. Sjnce X is not ;.:;'.::.;i:
'

pseuclocompact, X contains a C-embedded, c'losed copy B = {bi:i € N}'

of N. I,Je can map A onto B by g where g(x) = bi if and only if
'f (x),= '¡. Since B is closed in X, clx(s(A)) = cì¡(B) = B is not

'compact contrary to the assumption that the image of every map i"rom

AtoXhascompactclosure.ThusAmustbepseudocompact.By.
in.rokingTheorem1.11weobtainthedesiredresu]t.x

1"2S gorq-ll¡l¿: ,,'Let X be a rea'lcompact, locally compacto weakly : :

hr.rnlogeneous, O-d,imensional , non-compact space. Then 16 {Xi . is the , ,' 
''-'..:.'..: -','

smallest member of its copseudocompactness class. ,,,.,,..,
.' , ., ._.

Proof : ,tJe, show,that, X satisf,ies the 0-dimensional version of

' Theot'em 1,.20. Let. p e gqX-X. }le must show thaË

i.i.,r,..;.' : r'\' =xu,{{:66'(f')},(p)rf:x+x}ispseudocompact. Letqeßx-x .: 
1;..:..;,.:

such that (g(i))(q) = p where i: X + ßoX is the Ídentìty. Let B = :i:: ':"1::

X u {(ß(f))(q): f: X * Xi. Then A = (p(i))(B). But B is

pseudocompact by Theorer¡ 1.25. Thus A is pseudocompact.E
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1.29 Theqreq: Let X be localìy compact. The following two

conditions on X are equivalent.

i) X is realcompact., 0-dimensional and wea:kjy homogeneous,

ii) X is N-compact.

Pr,oof : ii') * í ). Since N is realcompact and O-dimensional , X

must'also be realcompact and 0-dimensional. By Theorem L.24,

, /.. i's weakìy homogeneous.

'i) * ii). "'If X is compact then X is N-compact (a compact

p-dimensi'onal space it {O,1}-comllact). Let us assume that X is

nOil-compact. By Corollary 1.28, lG {X}.is the smallest member of

ìts copseudocompactness class as is lG{N}. However, b} Lemma 1.27,

(lG{X})f = (lG{Ni):. Thus lG{Xi = lG{N} and hence X is N-compact.E

1;30 Corollqry: Let X be a O-dímensfonal space. Suppose that the

L, r^Jêâkl v hnrnnaênêrìnç - nrrlnêt^ cuhcn¡coc nf aY r^lhich ¡'ontain Yonìy weakìy homogeneous, proper subspaces of gX which contain X

.

are almost compact. Then X is pseudocompact. I

Proof : If X is not pseudocompact then X Ç (lG {N})' (by Lemrna 1.27 ,

dS:N is 0-dimensional ,,-fealcompact, and non-compact) " Hencen bJ ,"',',',,,
. | ,-,1ì-.:.:

:- .: :.

Theorern 1.11 X É (K{I " li})'. Thus (rtt * N})X ç ÊX. But this ;,,;r;,'1:,;,

space i's. realcompact and non-compact hence is not pseudoccmpact, 'r:"":"'::''

thus it is not almost compact ( in 6J of t i7l it is shown that an

almost,'icarnpact,.space is,pseudocompac,t)" Ho"¡lever, sínce it is 
1.,:,,,,,,,

I * N-compact,. it must be weakly homogeneous contrary t0 our :: ::

initial hypothesis. Thus X must be pseudocomPact.u
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1.31 çgrol_]_gry: Let X be a rea'lcompact, lccalìy compact, weakly

homogeneous space. The following statements are equivalent.

i) X Ís copseudocompact with R (i.e. (K{Xi)' = (K{R})'),

ii) K[X] = K{R}.

.Froof: f ) * ii'). Since both X and R are locaiiy conrpact, weakly

homogeneous and reaìcompact, they both satisf,v ¡¡s hypothesis of

T,heo'nem 1'.20.. T,hus both K{X} and K{R} are the,smaliest ,membens

of .theit'co.pseudocompactness classes. Since by hypothesis their

copseudocompaciness classes are equa'i, r,ve must have K{X} = K.{Ri.

i'i) = 1¡. This impiication is trivial .q

l,{e now present the examples ment'ioned at the beginning

of this chapter.

1.32 E¡amp]-e-: Let ,Í be the class of connected spaces. Since v

'is closed under the formation of continuous images., le ¡r. Let

o = E Then X € o if and only if all connected components of X

are compact. Thus, as mentioned earlier, all totally disconnected

(hence t)-dimensigna'l) spaces are in o. By Theorem 1.11, it is

clear:that I g.'. Since R is connected, R e o'. But E(R), the

projec-uive cover of R, is extremall.v disconnected and hence is

0-dimensional . Thus, E{R) e 0 .: Õ', and the pr:operty of being . ..

o-pseudocompact is not presenred in passing to the proiective

cover. This contrasts the fact (proved as Proþosition 2.5 of Í421)

that E(X) is pseudocompact if and onìy if X is pseudoconpact.
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1.33 Exämple: In Corolìary 2.10 of [43], it is sholn that for

o e ÍG ei'ther o is the class of compact O-dimensional spaces 0r

o'dces not proper'ly contain the class of pseudocompact 0-dirnensional

spaces. Let o = K{I x Ni. Then o e }f anci o is not equal to ihe ,t,,:*.r'

class of compact spaces. Since I x N is reaicompact, o g KiR].

Thus (K{R})t g o', i.e. every pseudocompact space is in o'. In

adclitjon, Èry'Theorrem 1..1.1, o' contains all connected spaces ( as 
..,,,,,,;,r,

the inrage', of ,ra continuoús map from a connected space to I x N has ; : "
, t_-.....; ,:.i-:

- :i: t:.: :

compact'clss:ure in I x N). Hence o' proper'ly contains the class i.:r:::':

of pseudocompact spaces. Thjs answers in the negatjve the question

raised after Corolìary 2.10 of t43l as to whether or not 2.1.0

remains tr.ue for o e ff. 
l

An extension oX of a space X lying'inside ßX (goX) can- - -t-

be viewed as a certain set of ultrafilters of zero-sets (clopen

sets) in X. UsÍng a genera'lization of ihe notion of stabÏe

famil ies of sets defined jn t 301 , we characterize oX in terms of

o-s'tabl€ Z-uìtrafilters (clopen ultrafi'lters) on X for a certain ' :"' , ,",.'
' . . '. : . ,'

class of extension properties. ,i, ,,,,.,,,

1.34 Definiticn: Let Þ e Ít (fø ) sucn that o = Kl (f"r¡.

A,z.-,ul Erafiìter (clopen ultrafilter) A on a space X is called

or- stabie rf given a map f: X + Y where Y € r, there is an

t'e A such that cly(f(F)) is compact.
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1.35 Tleore[: Suppose o € ff .such, tha.t o = .Kr where every member

of r is locally cornpact. Then X ê o if ancl onìy if every Õ¡-stable

z-ultrafilter on X,is fixed.'

Proo'íl: Necessity. Suppose X ç o and A is a or-sta'ole z-ul traf il ter ,,..,.,.,
: :ì . : : 

, :. 
: ,: . : 

. 

: . j

on X. Since A is a z-ultrafilter on X, there must be exactly one

point p. Ê ßX such that A,convetnges to p. Suppose A is free, i.e.
.p€ßX-X,.By,Theorem 0,6 there is'a C€ r and amap f: X-+C such ,-,::.....',,

,,:,'..rii.:,..t.

that (g(f))(p) e ßc-c;, But. Aiis or-stable and c e r, hence there

'i, un F € A such that clr(f(F)) is compact. Thus (e(f))(clu¡(F)) g f":r.,,.,i

:

,cì'sg('F(F)) ='clg(f (F)), hence (e(r))(p) e C. This contradiction

'shows that p € X and ihus A is fixed

Sufficiency. Suppose X É 0. Suppose p € oX-X and ìet AO = 
,,

{.7 e z(x):p € cl'x(z)}. Then as shown in chapter 6 of t171, Ap i

,is:the unique z-ultrafilter on X convergÍng to p. Let f: X + C 
l

where C € r. Since c e o, (e(f))(p) e c. A compact zero-set 1

neighborhood U of (e(f))(p) in C can be chosen Lry the local

compactness of C. But then t*(U) € Ap and cìr(f(f*(U))) ís compact.
t:.r.. .'

r. :'l;::'. : :j

Thus:.AO is o¡-stab'le but not fixed. This contradiction proves , '
!

the theorem.x
,,:,::¡::::j,,,, 

,:

''

1..36 Theorem: Suppose o e ff and o satisfies the same hlvpothesis

as, jn, Theoren 1.35 above. Then for any space X, oX = 1p € gX:
i::r::1:::.':'-.

p i s a o--stabl e z-ul traf i t ter on X]. '"" '
'l

Proof: Let T = {p € gX: p is a or-stab'le z-ultrafilter on X}.

Let peT and suppose f: X +C where C€ r. Then there is an Fe p

such that clç(f(F)) is compact. Hence (e(t))(p) e c. Thus by
..:.:i. ... .:j 

..
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Lemma 0.5 anrl Theorem 0.6 p'e,oX. llence T s ÕX. Suppose q e ßX-T.

Then q is notor-stable¡ Hence there is a C€ randãmap f: X+C

such that: cìç(f(f)) is not'compact for any F e q. Thus

(e(r))(q) e ßC-C by the locaì compactness of C. By Theorem 0.6 -i,:
i _. 

L

q É oX. Hence oX Ç T and the theorem is proved.u

identical proofs of Theorems 1..35 and 1.36 yield analagous

re.sults for Õ c l{o with B replaced by m and z-ultrafilters repìaced r'., ,,.,,.

r:
by cìopen u'ltrafilters ::.:,.,

'.,j ... '.,'..

The author has not been able to detenmine whether or not
I..

all extension properties in lt (J6) are equa'l to Kr (f" r¡ for some

class of locally compact spaces t. This question is left open to

the reader. l
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CHAPTER 2

M-BOUNDID TOPOLOGICAL SPACES

I If'm is an infinite cardinal number, then a space X is

cålled m-bounded if every subset of X of cardinaìity at most m has

. compact closure'in X. This class of spaces was first introduced in

I'22.1,.;: In t 411 it was shown' that for a given infinite car"dinal m,

the class ,of nr-bounded spaces is an extension property and the

m=bound'ed,extension of a space X consists of those points of ßX

which are in the'c,losure of a subset of X of cardinalit-v at most m.

In this chapter vre answer some questions raised jn I 431 . Specifically,

in 5.5.0f i43 I'it is',asked whether or not lG ({oo: cf (uro) , ,o }) is
equaì to-the clqss of 'al I 0-dimens'ional oo -bounded spaces (where oro

has the'topolog.y induced by the well'order and cf denotes cofinality).

I^le show that the answer to this question is no by means of a

counterexamp'le. Lle aìso give an example of a space X which is in
the pseudocompactness property of oo-boundedness, and a compact

'.:'
sBace .K sr¡ch that'X,x K is not in the pseudocompactness property of

u,o-boúndedness, answering question 5.1 of t43l in the negative. This

contrasts the fact that the product of a pseudocompact space (i.e. a

space in the pseudocompactness property of the extension property

of realcompactness) rvith a compact space is again pseudocompact.

I,le give'a characterization in terms of. clopen. uìtrafilters, of those

spaces that ar'e in the extension property geneÌ ated by the class of

u-spaces aird show that this class is properly coniained in the cÏass
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of rrro - bounded spaces. I'le obtain various necessary conditions for

a space to be in the pseudocompactness property of the extension

property consistìng of m-bounded spaces. The results indicate that

a.complete internal characterization of the spaces in that class

;r^lil I depend on the set theoretic axioms assumed. Finally, the

c,lass of strongly-m-bounded spaces is introduced and a

dharac.terization of the strongl.y-ffi-bourrded extension of an

extremal'!.tr,,disconnected,o localìy compact space is given.
¡l: , Recall that oo denotes the o-th uncountable cardinal.

As an ordinal ¡ ûrs !11ô¡l assume the topo'logy incluced by its totaì

o¡der, and in that case will be called an ordinal space. Endowed

wiit,h the order topology, an ordinal space is 0-dimensiona'l , locally

c'ompact and normal . It is clear that if m is an infini'le cardinal ,

then os is m-bounded íf and onìy if cf(uro) r rn. Furthermore, the

proof of 5.12(c) in't171 which shows that ßo, = r,+1 (the one-point

compactification of o, ) can also be seen to show that ßocr = t¡a+l if
cf (,,rs) > uro (thus, since 0rd+1 is O-dimensional, oa is strongly 0-

dimensi.onaì in this case). tet r =r ,iro:cf (oro)rru ]. In 5.5 of t 431 Ít
is asked whether or not lGr is the class of all 0-dimensíonalr o0-

bounded spaces. In Theorem 4 of [ 5] , it is shown that if cf(oo) = o¡

then.u:o e 6{oti. In.view of the fact that cf(,,ro) is a regular

cardina'l for any,oo (a ca'rdinai m is called regular if cf(m)=m), if
I, = {oo:roo>r,¡ and oo is regular}, then tGr = KI, . l,.le now offen a

characterization in terms of clopen ultrafilters, of tl'ose spaces in

lG r. In the fotlowing theorem, ìet (a,b) = {x € trrs:a<x<b} for a and

b in oo, and similar ìy let I a,b] denote a closed intervaì in r,ro.
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2.1 ihe_orem: Let X be a 0-dimensio¡ral space. The fol ìowing ; ì

statements ar^e equivaìent.

iì.Xe l(,r = ltf,, ' : 
';

ii) f"or every F € ßoX-)i, there'is an'ordinal roo with cf(oo) = 
'rc)ôo

anC a farnily 'r ,= '{Ui: 'i.oà} Ç þ such that nt is empty .and .. .,

U¡ Ç ntUi: i. i] for all j < ¡¡s.

'Proofi i)'* i"i). The conrmênts'above havei'shown the validity of

the .equal ity in'statement. i ).' Suppose X'€ lG r and p € ,tu X-X.

By Theorenr 0.6 there is an ordinaì oc € fr {i.e. cf (6o) = oa > ¿oo )

and a continuous map f: X + oo such that (Oo (f ))(p) = ,,ro. (uro also

denotes the point at infinity ir o6¡*1, the one-point ": and Stone-

-Cech'compactification of oro). Let U¡ = f*( (i,ro)) for a'll i ( û)c.

Then Ui € p; for Ui is clearly clopen and if (X- U¡) e p then

pic cl6o¡(x-ur), hence (s. (t))(p) S ctro(f (x-u1)) c t 0,il which is

contraryrto hypothesis. Let T = {U.¡:i < uro}. If x€ X then f(x). ro

and lie.nce tt¡ere is an i . ,o such that f(x) . i;'therefore x É Ul.

TÈus' nt i s empty. C] ear'ly '¡ sati sf ies conrii tion i i ) .

ii'),* i¡. l-et p e ßoX-X. By hypothesis, there is an r¡e € rr and

a fami'ìy r ='{ Ui:ì < o16¡} I p suclr that rfI is empty and U3 c

n{Ui:i . j} for all j . ,¡o. Let f: X + oo be defined as foilows:

f{x),= mín{i { ursi!,x # U¡i. Then f*((i,j)) = Ui - n{Ut:t < j} if ;t

_i < i ( ro Since iJ¡ is clopen for all i. ro, this set is open

and hence'f is continuous. Sirrce f*((i,ro)) - Ui p. For every

i < Gor ând p e clBox(ui) we must have þo(f))tp) € clrue*-l[i,'¡a) =

(i,rol for every i. ro. Thus (g(f))(p) = oo€ (us*l)-oo =

ßr¡a = ura. Hence by Theorem 0.6 X e lGr't¡
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In orcler,to.answer,question 5 j5 of t 43] r,¡e i.ntroduce the

cìass of l-spaces, which has been extensiveìy investi'gated in t 391.

2.2 De!initiory: Let {0,1} denote the two-point discrete space and

let o be an infinite cardjnal number.. The space to is defined as
i , , i ; 

,;'.,, 
.l

foj'lowsr xa - { p€ {0,l}c:l{ie6:ni(p) = 1}l < a} (vrhere {0,1icr

denotes the topo'logical product of c copies of {0,1}, and rr¡

denotes the.i-th projection map from {C,l}d to {0,1}).
i..i

:' IÈ is shown ln I ãgl that ß(ro) = {0,1}cr for any uncountable ':".'.,.'t-

'' cbrdinal a (hence :o is strong'ly C-dimens'ionaì ). The :following

ler¡ma fixes the position of t-spaces as m-bounded spaces.

rì

2.3 t-enima: Let m and a be infinjte card'lnal numbers. Then lo
I --:--

i5 m-bounded if ancl onTy if m < cf (o)

Proof: Necessity. Suppose xo is m-bounded and m > cf(s). Let

{or:i < m} be a family of cardinals such that o¡ < a¡ if i < i, 
,

:

si < a, and x{oi:i < m} = a (here t d.enotes the sum cf cardinats). 
I

Let {A;:i < ¡n} be a farnily o'f subsets of a such that lA¡ | - si i,,,,¡

for all î < mr A¡ -c- At if i < i, and u{Ai:i < m} = s. Define 
.:¡.,.,;,,,

points pi',in lo for i < mas follows: for t€a and i <m, let 
r"";"'

nr(Ri) = 1if teA.¡, n¿(pi) = 0 it tÉ4.¡. Then {p.¡:i < m} Çxc

,,êfld l{pf ,.i'< n'r}! = m.. Thus clt¡,;t}o({p¡:i. nr}) is compact and 
,.;.,:,.,'.: :-: t.. :

contained' in ro {as lo is m-bounded). tsut the point p, defined by r..r.::'

n¡(R) = 1 for a'll te a is such ihat

. p e (cÏ¡g,11o.({pi:i . mi)) - ¡o. This contradiction shows that :

m < cf(a) 
'i':l''
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Sufficiency. Suppose m < cf(a) and tp¡: i < m) s xa. Let

A¡ = {t ç û: n¡(pi) = 1} for each i < m. Then lnil < a ô.s

Þi € xa. Thus lutnl:i < mll . * as nì < cf(cl). LetA =u{Ai:i < m}.

Then A. .Ç u. Thus

.l{0,I}c({Pt:i < m}) g ( ni {0,1}¡:t € A} ) x ( u{ {0}¿:t € crA})9¡o.

As [he set in the middle is obviously compact, to is m-bounded.u

e¡+ Ðeliqfltqt: If n¡ is an infini'te cardinal number, then a space

X is called strongly-m-bounded if ever.y union of at most m compact
t.'

sr¡bsets of X has compact cìosure in X.
t'

i ' Later in this chapter we show that for a given cardinal

m]thec1assofstrongly.m.boundedspacesisanextensionproperty.

It is ea.sy to see that every'member of the class r above is l

strongiy*roo-bounded ( in fact uro is strongly-nl-bounded if and only

cf(r,ro) t m). Thus, every member of lGl is strongly-t:o-bounded. 
I

However., x¿¡, has 'the,folìowing ciense, s-compact subset A: 
:

A = u{Ai: i € N} where Aí = {p € {0,1}or: ltt:"¡(n)=l}i s i}. 
:.,.,,.,¡,,.1

Sìnce Ðr, ,is not compac't, it cannot be strongìy-oo -bounded as it ' 
',,--,

has a,-dense o-cornpact subset. ïhus lr, is t:o -bounded (by Lemma 2,3, ii"'.''.""l"

as cf (i,r, ) t ,o ) but tro # lto r as it is not stronglJ-oo -boundecJ.

lv'e can show a someùhat more startling result; we show that
: -:. ::::

ro e (lG r)' (the pseudocompactness property) for any. inf ini le -: 
;.:.;::,.:,:.i:

card,i.na'! a.

':
.:2.5 lsfiniqion: The celluìarity of a space X, denoted c(X)' is

.

clefined as follows: c(X) = sup { Jn: m,is a cardinal number and
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x has a.pairlise disjoint family of open sets of cardinality mÌ.

The cardinaì function c(X), is investigated along with

various other cardinal functjons of topo'logical spaces,.in ['9J and

I2gl, In particular, it is shown ìn both t9l and tZ9l that if
II{Xo:a e A} is a product space, then c(n{Xo:a €A}) =

sup{c.(Ir{xç¡:cr e F}) : F is a finite subset of A} (i.e. the celìularity

of a.pnoduct space is the suprernum of the celìularríties of its
finite subproducts). Thus c({0,1}o) = ró ( as each finite subproduct

is a finite space and hence has cejìularity less that ra ). C'learly
l-

if X:s dense in Y, then c(,t:) = c(Y). Hence c(to) = uro for every

infinite cardinal cr, l,le use this fact to show that ro € (lGr)' by

means of Theorem 1.11 of Chapter 1. Let f: xo + ro¿r where 6t € Ir.
Suppose t(ro) is cof inal in ur-r. Then !f (ro) I = rt because o¡ has

regular cardinality. Now, f(lo) is a urelI-ordered set, as a

subset of the well-ordered set ur¡, êrìd wíth the order topo'logy,

f(ro) has 11 isolated points (for every ô in a well-orclered space r

ô+1.ís an "igo].ated p.oì,nt). l-lorr,ever, by 304 of t 17l ,.the topology
'

cu f(ro) inherited as a subspace of o¿ contains the topoìogy on

f(ro) induced by.the well-order on f(ro). Thus, as a subspace of

ur¡, f (xo) contains of > û)o isoiated points. The preimages under f
of theser i:sola,ted poi¡ts.form a paírwlse disjoint family of o¡ > oo.

' ':
open sets in lo. This contradicts the fact that c(ra) = 60. Thus

f(ro) is not cofinal in tr¿, and hence clr.,(f(ro)) is compact. Thus

xo e (lGr)' by Theorem 1.11. Since xr,'ís oo-bounded and non-.

compact, and xr, e (tG r¡' , we must have that ¡r, # b r (for by
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Theorem 0.11, X e o n o' if anC onìy if.X is compact).

Let us,denote by v the class of alì space,s lo'for which

cf (c) > üro . Then e,¿ery rnember of tGv is uro -bcunded'by Lemrna 2.3,

and v S (lG r)''.' The follor+ing,'result shows that every member of t
is in lwv and hence lGr F l6v.' Recalì that ß(xc) = {0,1}o for

a I 6r, ês shown in I391. Since {0,1}cr is O-clinlensional, this showi

that ro is strongìy 0rdimensio¡raT-, i.e. ß(xo) = ßo (xa)

2;6 Theorem: l-et X be a; --lT-
equival ent.

i) X € tGvn

ii) for e,¿ery p e ßoX-X

afamil-vT={U¡:i <m}

0-dimensional space. The following are

there is a cardinal m with cf(m) , ro and

Ç p such that for every x G X,

lfi . nr:x€ U¡Ìl < m.

Proof : i) * ii). .'Let X € lGv and p € tuX-X. By Theorem 0.6, there

is:a cardinal m with cf(m) t ro and a contjnuous map f: X -t r*

sucfr 'r.hat (ß" (f))(p) e ßc (¡*)-r*. Thus, if q = (tu (f))(p),

l{i c,'m:r'i (Q)'=' 1}l=t t. Let A = {i ç m:ni (q) = 1}. For each

i:€ 4., let lJ¡ = f(ri*({i})). Since {1} is a cìopen subset of

{0;1i, Ui,'is a clopen'subset of X. Also, ,! = O, for if X-U¡ e p,

tlren q.u .lso¡(x-u¡) and hence (ø (r))(p) = Q € cl{0,lim(f (X-Ui)) g.

c.l10,t1m(ni*(rO]) n.¡m) É ni*({o}), and hence'ui(Q)= 0 which is

falsesince ÍeA. LetT={Ui: icA}ánd letxeX. Clearly

x e Uí if and onìy if ni{f(x)) = l. Since f(x} e rr,

lfi e A: x e Ui)l < m. Hence T 9p, and the family t satisfies

condiiion ii) as lrl. = lAl = m.
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: ii) *4).,l-,et,X satisfy condition ii). Let pe tuX-X. Then

. there,,¡'s a cardinal m with cf(m) ) oo r ancl a fami'ly t =

{Ui:i < m},Ç p as 'in condition ii). Define f : X + xm as foìiows:

for i:€'m (note'that since m is a. cardÍnal number, i < m if and onìy if
i ;c m) ìet ri(f(x)) = I if x e Uir and'r¡(f(x)) = O if x É Ui.

Then f Ìs,continuous,.for f*(n¡*({l})) = Ui, which is clopen for

al,ì"icm. In,addition, ni((eo(t))(p)) = 1forall iem (as

p5,ltu.x(ui) ) hence (s, (r))(p) e tuxm-xm. Thus, by Theorem 0.6,

[ € jÇy.n

1' If oo G tr.: and we 'let t = {(irua) : i c r,ro}, then I
satisfies condition ii) in Theorein z.6,,as cf(oo) r ro. Therefore,:.
üro¿ c lG {xo*} g lGv. It is actuali¡l true that if oa G fr , then uro

can be embeddecl as a closed subset of xro. Thus lGI, ç: Kov. It
:'

would",be vtery satiafying if lGv could be shown to be the class of

al l''0-dimensionaj 't^ro -bounded spaces. However,, as thê foì lowihg

example shows, ït is not.

- 2.2 @lþ: Let X Þe'the folìovring subspace of the space y =

n{,(o,+l).ii: icrri: X ='{p€ V:lt i€ûr2:îi(p) =rr}l s.ur,}.

(l'lote again 'that u, +1 denote5 ßor , or the one-point compactífication

of the ordinal space urr, anc o, a'lso denotes the poìnt at infinity
,, 

, 
,,.

in or*1, i.e. b.y'lli(p) = o, r we nean that n¡(p) is equai to the

point at infinity in or+1)¡

A straightforrn¡ard veriftcation (s.imilar 'uo the proof of

Lemma 2.3) shows that X is ur^-bounded. Clearly both X and Y are
o
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0'dímensional. I^le show that X..does',not 'sati,sfy co.ndition ii ) of

Theorenr 2.6, and hence X É lGv.

iFirst we note that lii(r, )r:i e to, ] s X g Y, and this

f irst space is r,ro -bounded "(and, in partjcular, is pseudocompact).

Iheorem 1 of I 191 shows that .the Stone-Cech compactification of

a product space is equal to the product of 'bhe Stone-Cech

, compactificatio.ns of ,the,fac:tor spaces if and only if the product

space is pseudccompact. Thus Ê(n{(o, )i:i e uu }) = y. Hence,

ßX = ÊoX. = Y. Let p € ÊoX-X be defined as fol]o,,vs: ni(R) - ôr
f'

for all i.€ oz. lrle show that p does not satisfy condition ii)
of Theoren 2.6.

,, ".Suppose t = [Ui:j < u:, ] Ç p (each u.¡ is a cìopen subsetJ- J

of X and p is also regarded as a c'lopen u'ltrafil ter on X). !^le

may'assuine that for each j. r,*,, U. = V* n X, where V¡ ís a.iJ
basic, cànonical clopen subset of the space y ( i.e. V¡ =
iJ

nl"](!¡):t € a', ) for each i . o,, and ni(V3) = 
^,+L 

for a'lì but

finiteì.y rnany i . 
1, ).., Thus., for each i " ,,¡r, Vj = cly(U¡), and

ple Vj'. Hence, for each j . r, and í € ,r, tr, e ni(V¡) (as

p;e, V3 and.o, .= tri(p) for each -i . ,q ). For each j . or, let
Bj = {k € u:z:n¡(Vi) I t'oo }. Then B¡ is finite for each j ( or,

for V. is a. canonical .clopen subset of Y. Let T = u{Bi:j < or, }.J - J-
Then lfl s o, .since each. B¡ is a finite set. l^Je now show that

the.re is a point q such that q c X and q is also in every member of r.
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Define q as folìows: nk(q) = o. for all k e T, and n¡(q) - 1

' otherwise; Then qe Xn (nr), as q€ V¡ for aì1 j < {r.r¡r ô[d

U.i = X n V;. Thus the cardinaì to, cannot pìay the roìe of m in\,J
ii) of Theoren 2.6. Suppose that r = {Uj:j < ro¿} where (ùt > t,rl .

In Theorem i3 of't9j it is shown that a product of 2m spaces, each

having a dense subset of cardinality m, v¡ill also have a dense

:. ,subset of cardinalit¡l m. Noting that u¡ s Zur n and that X contains

.I n{.(o,lr )i;i e ar, } as a dense subset, X ¡nust have a dense subset, D,

' ofl cardinality o, b.y the theorern just quoted. It is also clear

' that Y hase'a base of cardinality t:, hence h¡e may assume that

o¡ ='6r. For every d € D, Ìet f¿ = {l.i¡:d e U¡}. Then

t = u{'Td:d,e 91. Hence there is a do e D such that lr¿o | = o?.

Thus trr, cârìhot play the role of m in condition ii) of Theorem 2.6,

arídhenceX#16v.

: 1 l^le now gÍve the example mentioned at the beginning of'

this chapier which concerns the pseudocompactness property of the

c1'êss of ',"b =boundedi spaces. If" u derrotes the class o't realcornpact
' r: 

.' i

spaces then u € ff, and uX ,is the Hewitt' reaìcompactification of X.
'

IrÍ'844 of [ 17] it is shown, thãt u' , the pseud.ocompactness property

of u, is precíse'ly the class of pseudocompact spaces. It is aÏso: .,.

urell.known .(:see 9.14 of l, 171.)that the product.of a pseudocompact' ,.,

space'!,rith a compact space is again pseudoconpact. I^loods, in 5.1

of t43l asks the foilowing question: If o e ff, X € o' and K is a

compact space, is it true that X x ¡ € Õ'? In Chapter 3 of this

thesis, vle show that the answer is yes for a large class of
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extension properties. However, the folìowing exa.mpìe. shorr¡s that

if .o is the class of ub'boundeci rs,paces, then the ans.r+er is no.

2.8 E¡gUplS-: It is shown in t 411 that if m is an infinite cardinal

number,'.the maximal m-bounded extension of a space X consists of
l

those points in gX which are in the ciosure of a subset cf X of

cardinality at most m. Thus, if X has a dense subset o't cardinality

m, then X'is, in the pseudocompactrress property of the extension
.:

propert-v o'f m-bounded spaces. In particuìar, N Ís in the
¡

pseudocompactness property of the class of oo-bounded späces. Let

us:denote by orthe class of oo-bounded spaces. Then N e ó'. Recail

that in showing that x6, É lGr earlier in ihis chapter, we

exhibited a o-compact, dense subset of xrr, namely A = u{Ai:i e N}

where Ai = {p'e {0,1}o1 : l{j:n¡(p) = 1il s i}" Ciearly iAil - rù1

l

f,or each i € ¡ (as there are or fiirite subsets of or, ), and each A¡

is¡compact; Thus A É of, for if A e o' then by C.1.1, tr, . as

A is. dense in xr, . But then xr, c o n o' , as tr, is roo -bounded.

This,,implies, aga,in by,Theorem 0.11, that ,r, .ts compirct, r';hich is
.iì 

. 
,,

false,; Hence¡, A F o''. ' Let D denote the ciiscrete space of :

caretii:nalitytar, , and for each i € N, let f.¡:ÊD - Ai be a continuous,

onto,,map. Let f =u{f¡:ie ¡¡1. Then f; N* SD+u{A¡:i e Ni =A
and f :is:a cohtinuous, snto, ma.p. Thus, by Theorem 0"11 iii),
N x ÊD # Õ' although N € o' and ÊD is compact.

...
I.Je now turn to the pseudocompactness peoperby of the

extension property of m-bounded spaces. Let o, denote the class

i a:.:
:,:i:.

i: .:-
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of m-bounded spaces. Since o*X consists of those points in gX

which are in the closure of a subset of X of cardinality at most Inr

a space X is in o'm if and only if every point of gX is in the

ciosure of a subset of X of cardinaìity at most m. Obviousìy, if
X,has a dense subset of cardinality m, then ÕrX = ßX, hence X € oin.

If D denotes the discrete space of cardinality o, ônd

,,,",-,,X,= D u {p € 8D-D:p is a uniform ultr"afilter on D}, then X e oio,, 
,:,,¡,.,..,,.,

butr:X is not separabìe. Thus, the condition that the density of "".''
.-. r:- : :-:: .:

X .be equal tc rn (the density of a space X, denoted by d(X), is the :: r.-::::

:

Teast'c,ardina.l of a dense subset of X) is not necessary for X = Õ;. 
i

i

,

2.9 Del"inition: i) Let m be an infinite cardinal. A space X has l

'

Eg! çgverl_lg nuÞe[. m if every open cover of X has a subfamily of

car'd'inaiit3i ¿¡ most ¡n, wi¡ose union is dense in, X.

.ii;)" X is cailed pseucþ-!i*-!glpÉ if every localìy tinite family 
l

ot-- open sets in X has cardinality at most m.

2.'I0 TÞeore[: l-et m be an infinite cardinal . Suppose that X is a
' 'I -. ,1

spacê such that eveÍ,y point of gX is in the closure of a subset of

X,with weakr.coverì.ng number m. Then X is pseudo-m+-cornpact.

Proo.f: Surppose that X is not pseudo-m+-compact. Then X possesses

a ,local l¡, fi.nite family T = {U¡:i . m+} of non-empty open sets,
{j :.t

}'le may assumei' by Lemma 8 of [ 9], that t is also a pa'irwise disioint

fami'ly.

Let D denote the discrete space of cardinality m+. Let

p e SD-D be a uniform uttrafilter on D ( i.e. an ultrafilter all
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of whose members have cardinal,ity m+ -,Zorn's Lemma.impìies the

existence'of such ultrafilters):. Choose xi € Ui for: aìj i. m+.

Let S = {xi:i <,m+}. Then S is a cjosed, discrete, C-embedded

sr,¡bset of X ithe discreteness of S foìlows from the fact that T is

a pa:irwise disjoint famiìy, S is c'losed because a iccalìy finite
family of sets is closure preserving, and by 311 0'f t 171 , S is

C-em'bedtted). L.et..f :'D + S 'be a b,i jection, hence a homeomorphÍsm.

Then clßX(S) = ßS as S is C-embedded in X, and g(f): ßD + ÊS is a

I homeomorph'ism. In particuTar, q, = (e(f )) (p) e OS-S s ßX-X. l,le

show that q is not in the c'losure of any subse'u of X with weak
i

covering'number m. This contradiction will prove the theorem.

. : Suppose A is a subset of X with weak covering numberi m.

ller;show that A must be pseudo-m+-compact. Suppose A has a pairwise

disjoint, .locally finite family o = {hl¡:k. m{'} cf open sets. Let

V¡. be a non-empty open set such thaL cl¡(V¡) Ç I,l¡. for each k . **.
Let Z = A - c14(u{V¡:k . m+}). Then, since a locally finite famiTy

is closure preserv'ing, clA(u{Vk:k. m+}) ç.u{l¡t:k < m+} and hence
'''t 

louai u the union of no{Z}'r"r. {l^l¡:k..'*o} is an opçn cover of A. Clear-ly the union

sr.rbfamily of..cardinal ity ,d.t :most. m of.'thi.s c0vênr,.rdil l - have.,clense
'':

union in A. Hencê A does not have weak covering number m, corrtrary

to hypothesis; Thus, A must be pseudo-m+-compact,

'Let B = {i < m+:A n Uf l0}. Then lBl 5 m, as A is

pseudo-m+-c0ffipôct. For each i . ni* let f.¡: X + I be defined such

that.fi(ri) = I anrl fi[X-Ui) = l0] [ttri.s.ts possible as -X is

completely regular and Hausdorff). Let T ËS; then x{f;:i e T}is a

ri:.-t:::_:,:
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continuous function by the 'local fjniteness o't T. Lc.t us denote

bhis function by gr" Then.Sl(T)= {1} and gT(X - u{Uj:i e T}) = {0}.

Let T = S-8. Then 91 compìete'ly separates t4 = {xi:Í e S-B} and

X,: u{tli : i c S-B}. But the 'latter set contains A. Thus

(cls¡{lil¡¡ n (cìsx(A)) = ö. But Q € clÊX(s) = (cìsX(M)) u (clÊx(s-M)}.

Siince p is a uniform ultrafilter and lS-ul = lBl r il1,

9'Ê ,cl gx(S-M). Thus 'q e 'cl gx(t'{), and hence e É cì 6¡(A).o
:

,, It is clear that any space of cardínality not greater

than m, has weak covering number m. Thus, the next coroìlary

fallows immediately from Theorem ?.ß.

2',.11 Coro.llary,: If X c o'm then X is pseudo-m+-compact.

1

It is well known that a space is pseurJo-o.-cûmpacL

(i.e.:êV€Fj locally finite family of open sets is finite) if and

on,ily' Íf the space is pseudocompact. Also, an m-bounded space

is pseudocompact for any il à oo. Thus, every m-bounded space

'is pseudo.ûro -compact; heirce pseudo-m+-coinpact fcr an7 In à o16 .

So if X is m-bounded and n'on-compact, then X is pseudo-m+-compact
.1

but X # o'r. "Therefore the converse to Corollany 2.11 is faÏse.

'fhe remaining results on o'* which we are about to pr.esent,
?

are re.lateci.to varior¡s set the.oretic assumptions ruhich !{e no},
l

explain. The continuunr hypothesis whieh is denoted t Clil , is v'lell
i

known and states that r, = 2& = c. The generalized continuum

hypothesis is denoted tGCHI and states that m+ = 2m for a'll infinite

eaæt4tt l"'-'

gF å*Aî{TTO8A
æFFffi@-

cardinals m. Martin's Ariom is denoted tMAl and states
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corilpact, Hausdorff space x with c{x) = ûro cannot be the union of

less than c = 2'ro nowhere densg subsets. The reader is referred

to t 311 and [ 34] for a,r investiga.tion of Martín's Axiorn. It is

we'll 'known that I cH] and t GCHI are consistent wÍth ZFC (the usual

'Zermelo - Fraenkel axioms of set theory along wiih the axiom of

choice). It is shown Ín t31j that tMAl and IMA + -lCH] (i.e. the

' ass.umptÍon'of Martin''s'Axi'ûm and, the negat.ion,of 'the continuum

hypothesis) are also consistent with ZFC,

The following is a slight generaiization of a Theorem

iÉ t2Sl, in which it is shown that assuming Zurc < zut,qhy

separal¡ìeu norma'l space has no uncountable discrete subset.

2.1.2 flrecrem: suppose m is a.n infinite cardinaì number such that

2n < 2{rr+). Let x be a nonnai space such that x e oin, Then any

closed discrete subset of X has cardinality at most m.

Pt"oof: 'suppose X contains a closed, discrete subset S of cardinality

m*. ,'Then S isìC-embedded in X as X is normal. Thus c'ig¡(S) = OS

a.{d" ÊS-S g BX-X.. ;Astin Theore.h 2.Lç), 'leb p e ÊS-S be a uniform- ,¡
ultrrafílter on S.''tie show that p'is not in the closur.e of any

L

isubseü:of X whích ha's'card'inality'at mcst m"

Let A be a subset o't X such that lAl = m. Then

l(cl¡.(A))nr,sl É m. For''i'F l(clx(A) )n Sl = rn*, then (ctx(A)) n s

i! a dl'screte', C-embedd-ecf subset cf cl"(A) of cardinality m+; hence

fc(c'lX(4.))l > e(m+) (where C(X) Cenotes the ring of continuousl
:

functions of a space X). But clX(A) has a dense subset of

cardinalitv ¡¡ (namely A), thus tC(ctX(A))I . em. This contradiction
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shows'that l(cìx(A)) n Sl r m.

separated in X (every subset of S is closeci in X). Hence

(c1sX(n)) n (clex(S - clX(A))) = O. But p e cls¡(S -ctX(A)) since

,p is: a uni,fornr ultrrafilter. Thus p S cl ¡(n)""

Un,ler the assumption cf t GCHI , 2H = ¡n+ . 2(m+) for any
: . | 

. 
1 ;.,,,:,.:'.t.:1

infinife carclinal number är ,hênce Theorem 2.12 is valid under that .t-',;",,,.
.'

"',, assumption. However, under the assupption of [l'lA + -iCH] there is a '',.:,:'.:;:'.::.:.
i::-:-:-::-:::-::'

separable, normal space X with a closed discrete subset of cardinality
I

or,, TH.ls spaôe is called the o,-Cantor tree (the reader is referred

to,chapter 3 of [34j for a detai]ed investigation of thís space).
l:

'Ihus X = oro as X is separable, but X does not saiisfy Theorem 2.1?

(i.... X shows that Theorem 2.LZ is false u¡ncler the new se'L-theoretic

assurnption'of IMA.+ -]CHl )" The proof of Theoren 2.1? depended

heqrri'ly on the assurnption that 2m < Z(m+). However, as is shown

in Cþapter.4 of [34j,zuo, = 2K for ali on f K <c under the :...

assumption,of'f [44].,Since,or4 e"if.vle'assume tMA +-iCH], we have " ,,',,,,.,,,',,'
I , - i_, :::

20roi ,:= Zut; ,However, tve do have the fol'lowing corollary to ,,.,',...-

'ïhe'ôrem 2; 1,2., ' "''r"':':':

2" i3 Çorgl_þry: Le't X be a normal space such that X e oin. Then

every closed díscrete subset of X has cardinality tess than 2m

[in fact, if n = min{o: 2d > 2n}, then every c'losed díscrete subset

of, Ì has cardinalîty tess than n).
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The proof of Corollar¡i 2.13 is identical to the p¡:oof

of Theorem 2.I2

l.{e now show that the converse.to l'heorem Z.IZ is faìse

untler the assumption of tCHl with m = oo. A Souslin line S is a

tôtally'ordered space whích js non-separabìe, but satisfies

C(S) = ûro. ::l¿ has been shown (see t 271 on t 361 ) that the exi,stence

of a,sgus:lirn,line is independent of the usuaT axioms of set theory
.

(ZFC) and is,consistent with tCHl. Theorem Z.g of lZgl shows that
:

eyery discrete subset of s i,s. countable, and s Lras a dense subset
r.t .'

of cardinaiity tr,: By 301 of t 171 and the facü that o,je = û)r
'::

(si,nce ur, = c under t CHI ), S has precise'ly o, open sets. BV (1)
:

of chapten 3 of [34i, we may assume that every countab]e subset

of S is nowhere dense. By 309 of t 171 , S is norma.ì (as S ís a,

iotally ordered space). s is perfectly norma'l (i.e. every closed

subset of S is a G6), hence every closed subset clf S is a zero-set.
;.,

In addi tion, S is'Linctelöf and non-compac,c, hence S is not

pseudocompact. Thus, S satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3 of
Lr4l and therefore there exists a free z-ultrafíTter A^, on s such

lr
tha.t everytdense open set of S contains a nrembe¡ of Ap. Thus Ao

cdnnot'contain any nowhere dense closed subset of s. In particuïar,
if B is a countable subset of s, crr(B) ø no. Thus, the point
p € ßS-S to which the z-ultrafitter A convêroê(ter AO'converges, ís not in the
closure of ,any countabre subset of s and hence I É alrr. This shows

thaü the c'nve'rse to Theorem z.rz with m = oro is false.
strongly-n-bounded 

-spaces 
were defined earl.ier in this

chapter as spaces in whích any union of at most m compact subsets

.{.j,.:
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.has compaot closure..l,le shovr now that for a given carciinal m,'

tl\e class ym of strongly nr-bounded spaces is in fC. Let 8, denote

the class of all spaces that are unions of at most ¡n compact

subspaces. .Then 8,n is closed under the formation of contintrous

ímages.'.;:Thus, by Theorem 1.13 of Chapter 1, 
-(-ile ff. Since

='Ym, Ym € fc.

tþosq.'spaces in o that are O-dimensional , and Õo € lÇ. Since every

member,of .t,, (ordinaì 'spaces with reguìar. cardinality) is ín (vu¡ )o ,

h'rr ,.g ('yu¡ )o. The author has not been abie to cietermine whether
:l

or-. not,these two classes are equaì, and this question is left open

to, the reader. IlJe f,inish this chapter with a number of resu'lts

concerning strongly-m-bourided spaces

:,
2.14 Theorem.: Let X be a space and let m = sup{a:X is strongly-c-

boun'ded"'Ì. If m is singular, or if m < t:p, then X is strongly-m-

bounded.

Proqf : m is singU.ì.9r. , LeÈ.T = '{Ti:i < m} be a fam'i}y of coinpact

sulrsèts'of X. Since m is singular, cf(m) < m, hence there is an

.Ð < llt a.nd a fami'ly {s¡:j'<'n} of' cardinals sr¡ch that s¡ < m for all

j. n and such that r{si:j < n} = rn. Let Tr = {Ti:i < s¡} for all-J- J

j,..,n, Then uTj has compact closure in X for every j . n as.

itjl = sj. m. But then u{uT5: j < n} has compact closure ir¡ X as

n:< m. Thus X is strongly=m-bounded as T = u{uTj:j < n}.

m is regular and ß < u¡m. Let m = oi. Then i is a non-limit

ordina'l (if i is a I jnrit ordinal , then cf (m) s i hence, since

r'.: :
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m is regular, m = cf(nr) s'i and so o* s oi - m which is contrary

. to the hypothesis that rn . *"). -l-hus i = i+l and m -.¡¡i = ,(j+1) =

(*j)*. CTearìy X is s'lrrongly-m-bouncled.n

0n page 166 of [ 9] , i't is remarked that the usual axioms

of set theory are consistent with the assumption that no uncountable

reguTar I imit cardinals exist. Uncler this hypothesis it is clear
'

tla! $,< onl for a'lì regular:cardinal s m. Thus, under this set-

theoretic hypothesi's, the hypotheses in Theortem 2.14 are always

satistied. However., if we assume the e.xistence of an uncountab'!e

regulär.limit cardinal m, then if ffi = ocr(as a totally ordered

space), ** is not strongì¡r-m-bounded, aìthough m = od = suþ{t:oo.(
i s strongl¡r-t-!:ounded].

2J15 !!pore¡q: Suppose X is a loca'lly comoact, non-compact,

strongly-m-bounded spece for a given infinite cardinal m. Then

c(X) > nr+.

Ploof: L.l p, E X, and.let Ur be a cornpact neighborhood of p¡.

Slp,pose we have chosen pi, U¡ for i < c < m* such that U¡ is a

compact neÍ,ghborhood cf p.¡ and Ui n cT.Xßttuj:j < i]) = ó for" all

i < s. Then cl¡(u{U.¡ : i < o}) 'is compact as l"l s m. Let

Fa e X - clx(utui:i < a]) (tf¡'¡s set is non-empty as X is non-

compact), and let Uo be,a compact neighborhood of po.such that

Uo n clx(u{Ui:'i < a}) = ,å. By trans.finite.induction, we get a

fami.ìy {U¡: i < m+}, of pairvrîse disjoint, compact, non:empty

neighborhoods. Hence, c(X) ¿ m+.o
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Ëarlier in this chapter we showed that v S (tGr)' by

showing that c(lo) = oro for all lo e v. The above theorem shows

that, no locally compact, strongly-r¡o-bounded, non-compact space x

,has,c(X) = *0 . This seems to strengthen the conJ'ecture that lôr

is'the class of all strongly-uro-bounded, 0-dimensional spaces.

2,!6 !¡gg¡.eq: Let m be an ínfinite cardinal . Let X be a ìocally

ccimpact, 0-dimens.iona'l and. m-disconnected space (a space is m-

clisconnected if the union of no more than m clopen subsets of the

spEce has clopen closure in the space). Let s denote the family

of''.aìl families of no rnore than m compact clopen subsets of x.

Then v*X = U'[c]6¡(ur'):T e E] ¡ .

t: 
,.

Prioof: Let T = u{clgX(ur):T e ri. Clearìy T c vmx. Let

{{i:i < m} be a fanri'iy of compact subsets of T. Let i < m and

p€"4i" Then p e T ancl hence there is a family Tp - {Vj:j < m}

in s such that p e cl6¡lutp). Since X is m-discon¡rected, cl6¡(urp)

is ciope.n in BXn hence is a neighborhoocl of p in ßX. As A¡ is

compact, ther¡e i's a' f,ii¡,ite 'set {pl"...,p¡} S A¡ such that Ai S
,..

u{.c]eX(uTpj}t'i'= 1,...n}, Let T¡ - u{Tpj:i = 1,...rì} Then

Ai'Ç clU*(uri) and t¡ Ê l. '.¡'low, iet t = u{Ti:i < m}, l'hen

t = r,. and ct'¡(u{A.¡:i < Ín}) 
=Ç 

cl'r(ur) Ç. T, and hence T is

strongJy-m-bûunCed. tìy the 'local compactness of X, X g T (every

point,',of X has a compact, clopen neighborhood). Thus', by Theorern

0.8.0f Chapter 0, T L y*X, hence T = y*X.x
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Notirrg that an extremal ly d,isconnected space is m-

. disconnected for aJl infinite cardinals m, anC a basically

dis:;onnected space is o:o- disconnected, the next two corollaries

folìow in¡mediateìy from Theorem 2.16.

2.1,i !o.ro_j_]-Ot¿: Let X be a localìy compact, extremaììy

discsnnected space and let m be an infinite cardinal " Then
.,: 

-t,'¡,t,',,t,

Y,nX' is. as 'j n, Iheorem 2. 16. ì, .:',..,.i,,,,.,

2.1S tOþol lary-: l.et X be a local'ly compact, basical ly ' ::':: 
:'r;

i ., 
l

disconnected space,. Let s denote the fanliìy of aì'l countable
¡:' 

I :

fami.|.iesofcompact'c1opensubse.tsofX.Then

væoX,=utcl'*(ur'):T€ E]. 
i

¡.j '¡,r
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CHAPTER 3

THE TCIPOLOGICAL EXTENSION OF A PRCIDUCT

In this chapter we are concernecl with the probìe¡n of 1:,',,,.,,,,,1

determining those conditions on an extension property o and spaces

X and Y whích impìy or are equivaìent to the equality
.-,1..odx'x Y) = ox x oY (this equality means that there'is a ,,.;,i,',.;'
;:::::::.::..

lenmeomorphis¡n betrveen the two spaces which fixes X x Y pointwise).
..:: :' .::

A,considerabie amount of t¡rork hai been done on this probiem in the ':;.';-';'-,':,

cases where 0 is the class of compact spaces or realcompact spaces
j,i

'rlThe case in which o is the class of compact spaces was solved in

[ 19¡, where it was shown that the Stone-óech compact'if icat'lon of

a product space is equal to 'fhe product of the Stone-óech

corlnpactifications of the factor spaces if and only if the product

space is pseudocompact. The neader is referred to [8], tZSj and l

'i

Í261 for partial solutions to the case where o is the class of ;

re¡lcompact spaces. In this chapter vle show tha'u for a 
i,,.,,,,,..,,
:: .':_:::ì'::::

',0-d'imensional product space tl{Xo:a e A}, we harre the equal ity :.;.:,.,,.,:,.

:. .'.: ,t,-,t 
t,t,

ß";(r{Xo:c e A}) = il{ßeXo:a e Ai if and onìy if the product space ,::,:::,,:,'.

i.s pseudocompact. lrile shoyr that for any o e fC and spaces X and Y,

o(X x Y) = oX x oY if and only if X x Y is C*-embeCded in o(X'Y).
Ini addition, we show that if o e ff such that every member of o is ¡.,'...,,,r:..

pseudocompact, then o(X x Y) = eX x oY if and onìy if X x Y is
i

pseudocompact. l^le then give an example [assumi.ng the continuum

hypcthesis) tc show that this statement is fatse if X x Y is
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replaeed by an Ínfinite product space. This contrasts the'fact,
,mentioned above, that ß disf:ributes over a product space if and

only if the product is pseudoconrpact. This fact was proved as

ïheorem 1 of I 191. This result plays a crucial role .in much of

the work of this chapter. l,Je state it now without proof.

3,1,lþof.gm.: Lei {Xo:o e A} be, a famiìy of spaces, and suppose

Ii{}ío:cr e (A -{ooi)} is infinite for every co G A. Then the

followinþ staternents are equivalent.

i) The topologicaì product lt{Xo:o € A} is pseudocompact.

ii) "ß(n{Xç¿:a e A}) = rt{ßX*:a c A}

,r 'The proof 'of the following lemma is straightforward

and is left to the reader.

3;2'Lemmg:' Let {x*:a e A}, {Yo:a e Ai be famiries of spaces, and 
i

ifor e_âch cr c A letlÎäi Xo * Yo be a perfect map. Let f denote the i

nnp from li{xo:¿ e A}' !o n{Yo:o e A} which takes the point (1xo)o)
.: .: :: t::.:-

tc-r,,the point ((t'(xa) )o)'(t.e. f is the product of the fo's). Then ,,',,',,',',.',:
i : ':....:,.: .-

I ì5'a pgrtect map. t",',"","',"

i . : ' : :-r":

RecalT that if V e Zfs,..then I x y € fC and I x y ccnsists
' of'those spaces that can be embedded as closed subsÈts of Im x p,

'

where m is,a cardinal and p e y. The following result tinks the.:
I x 'v extension of a O-dimensional product with its v-extension.

.. Note that ihe equality.o(r{xo:a c A}) = n{oxo:e c A} means that

II{OX0:o G A} is the unique maximal O-extension of II{Xo:o e A},
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i.e, ev.ery map frorn [{xo:o € A} to a-space in o admits a continuous

extension to u{oxo:c e A}, or equivaìent1y,'there is a homeomorphisnr

from o(n{Xo:a e A}) to u{oXolcr € A} which fixes n{Xo:a e A}

po i ntr^ri se.

3:3 Lemma: Let {Xo:c e A} be a family of 0-dimensionaì spaces

l-at'io:.X* + ßoXs be the identity embedding and ß(io): ßXa + goXa 
:''':...

i.....'..'i:' : l

i¡e''Stone extension, of iq. Let k: n{ßXo:c e A} + II{B'Xo:e c A} be :;,;,,;:;i;

d'ef,i.ned by k( (xo)") = ((g(io)Xx"))" (Í.e. k is the product of the ¡,,;,,;1.,,. .t .... ;i: . :

mlps ß(is) for o in A; note that (xo)o denotes a point whose s-th

coordinate is xo). Let f: n{ßXcy:c e A} + y be a continuous map

v\,here Y is O-dimensional. Then f is constant on all sets of the

form k*({p}) where p S II{ßoXo:a c A}

Prr¡of: Note that if X is O-dimensional, i: X * go| Ís the idenËity

ernbeddi,ng and ß(i): ßX * ÊoX is the Stone extension of i, and if
f:'ßX + y t¡here Y,;is 0-Cimensional , then flx: X + Y and hence admits an

e4te¡sion ßo (FlX):,ßoX * ßoY" By Theorem 1.4 of Chapter l,
.::

. :-i.. "'
' 

:.'.:j.... :

Ê(1i)Í({p}) v¡here p € ßoX. So the statement of the Lemma is true ',.;.', ,,,
.:.. . :t':..'

for,,a'family consisting of one 0-dimensional space.
.:.

Suppose X and Y are 0-dimensional spaces.' Let i: X -t ßoX r

,,and' j: Y+ g6,Y",be the identityernbeddings. Let ft'ßX x 6Y+Z ::::,::
:.:.:').'.j 
-,. . r....

v¡here,Z is a 0-dimensionaì space. Let p = (px,py) e ßeX x ßoy and

a,b € ßX x ÊY where a = (a¡ray), b = (bx,by) and suppose that
' t t^!:\ -/:\1/E\ - ^. i' a lø[â\rìfr,, I =, rB(i) n sU))ta) = (ß(i) " eG))[h) = p; i'.e. (s[i])[ax) =

(e{i))(ux}=P¡çancisimilarlyforY.SincetheLerrunaistruefor '.': 
.::.-.
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'. a farni'ly of one O-dimensionail space, and noting that ÊX x {ay}

.:! is homeornorphic to X, we must have that f(a) = f((aX,ay)) =

f((bX,ay)). Sinrilarly, as {b¡} " gY is lromeomorphic to ßy, we must

have that t((bx,ay)) = f((bx,by)) = f(b). Thus f(a) = f(b) and

si;rnpìe indr¡ctiorr shows that the Lemma is valid for any finite' '',,:'
' .famíly.rif ,0-dimensionaT spaces.

;..: 'Let.f: rl{ÊXc:c¿e A} +Y where Y is O-dimensional . Let
, i ,i

g'.--,(qa),r, r = (ro)d € II{ßXo:a e A}, ând p = (po)o e ri{ßoXo:o e A}
i

be such'thai k(q) = k(r) = p, i.e- (e(io))(qo) = (s(io))(ro) = po

fo'r 'all a jn A. Let F = {ole... ¡r}¡} g A be a fin.lte subset of A.

By whaË we have just shown above, f((qo)o) =

f[(rs1,.".,rch,Ço)s. e R-n). However, since f is continuous, and

r is the limit in n{ßXo:o e Al of the net of points

t(¡tf '" ",Fgn,9o.)a e A-Ftp = {41,...,on} ç A is finite}, we have

tirat f,(r) = f(q).o

" -. 3.,4,fheglg: [.et,v €,;Jr; and let {Xo:.cr e A} be a family of

then v(n{Xo:o e A}) = Í{yXo:c e .A}.

Proof : Reca,il. 'f,rom Theorem .l.6,of Chapter 1 that (I x v)Xo =

, (e,(io)')+(vXo) for êvery a € 4. Since Ê(io): ßXe * ß.Xo is a perfect

map and (I * v)Xo is a tota'l preimage of a subset of ßoxo,
:

F(io) I (l * v)xo is a perfect map. In order to prove the theorem,

it is enough to show thaù any rnap from n{Xo:o € A} to Y where

Y e v, admits a continuous extension to u{vXo;o e A}(by the

ì-r::
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uniqueness of the extension).

The map k of Lemma 3.3 is a perfecÈ map by Lemma 3.2.

Hence, t<ln{(I x y)Xo:a € Ai is a perfect map, being the restrÍction
,'-',."i,--,"o't k to a total preimage. Let us denote this restriction by h. ,¡,,,,,,,,,.,,.1,,:

Let-f : lt{Xo:a e A}i.+ Y where Y€ v. By hypothesis, there is a map

g; It{(I * v)X,r:a e A} + Y which is a continuous extension of f.
By,'Ler¡nia 3.3; rg must be con.stant on sets of the form h*({p}), where ,,i,:,'.,::,,

p,€ n{vxû:e € A} (as Y is O-dimensional because v.€ ffo ). Thus, we 
:'':::';:':':::

'-t,,i.,.,-,.r.1.'...'

can define a map F: u{vxo:a c A} + Y by F(p) = g(h*({p})) . The :..'.",';.',
,_

function f is well-defined, for, as we have said, g is constant on

fi,bers of h. Furthermore, since h is a perfect map, and F . h = g

is a continuous map, we must have that f is a continuous map (since

h is perfect, it is a closed map and hence is a quotient map)

lTrearly î is an extension of the map f. This completes the proof"r

' The folìowing result can be found as Lemma 1.2 of I15¡,

and is stated r^rithout proof.

3"'.5 Lemrna: l-et X and Y be infinite spaces. If the topoÏogical

procluct X x'Y is not pseudocompact, then there exists a ìocally

finite sequence {Un x Vn:n e N} of non-empty, canonical open subsets

of X x ï such that,the sequences {Un:n e N} and {V¡:n € N} are

pairuii.se'disjoint famiì ies in X and Y respectively.
J

3.6 Theorem: The following conditions on infinite, 0-dimensional

- - -¡---a -,rspaces X and Y are equivalent.

i)XxYispseudocompact
-,,. ,t ,,
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ii) Bo(X*Y) =BoXxBoY.,

Proof: i) - ii). Let v be Èhe class of compact 
'-dimensional

spaces. Then I x Y Ís the cjass of alì compact spaces. By

Theorem 3.1. Ê(X * Y) = gX x ßY. Since r¡= ÊoX and (I * v)X = ßX

vre invoke Theoren¡ 3.4 to get the result.

ii)'* i). suppose x x Y is not pseudocompact. By r-enrna 3.5 there

isla'locaTly,finite sequence {Un * V,.,:n e N} of canonical open

su'Lrsets of x x Y such that iun:n e N] and {vn:n € N} are pairwise
i

djrsioint sequences in X and Y respectîveìy. Since X anrj y aie

0"1'dimensionaì, un and vn can be taken to be c'lopen for all n. Let
i"

U = u{Un r Vn:n e N}. Clearìy U is open. U is also ciosed siirce

{Un x Vn:n e N} is a locally finite sequence (hence closure

preserving) and each Un x Vn is cÏopen

I ßoX * ßoY is compact, hence pseudocompact, so the sequence

{clpoX(Un) * clßoV(Vn):n G N} must have a c'luster point

{p,qì e ÊoX * ßoy. Let V =(X x y)- U. Suppose A x B is a
,.'.''.

nelighborhood of (p,q) in ßo X x ßo Y. l-hen there ar.e elements
_f .

nll, nZ e N such that n1 I n2 and A n Un- I ø, B n trni f 6 fctr

i =:11,2 (as (p,q) is a cluster point of the sequence of canonica'l

o:pen sets). Letx.¡ €AnUn¡,yicBrìVn- fori =7.,?." Then

("t:yz)cAx B. But (x1 ,t)# u (otherwise there is an n= *'such

that (x1,ll) e Urr * Vn, and l¡errce x1 e Un r.''' ¡nl , y.e Vn n Vnp

so that 11 = rr = rì2 which is faìse). Thus (xyV2) e V and hence

(p,q) e ct*X,x fty[V).
Since U is clopen in X x Y, the function f: X x Y -r {0,1}
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cle'finec by f(U) = {0}, f(V) - ti} is continuous. But

(p,q) e (cltuX x goy(U¡¡ n (cißoX x eoy(V) ) hence f cannot exiend

conti,nuously to (p,q). Thus ßo (x * y) I ßox x Éoy contradicting

ii). Therefore X x Y is pseudoccmpact.tr

3.7 Theoioenr: Let, {xo:c e A} be a family of 0-dimensíonal spaces

such Èha,t lt{Xs:a e A -{ao }} is infinite for every do € A. Then the

fol lowing are equ,ivaì ent.
{'

i) lt,{X,r:s G A} is pseudocompact.

ii ) Bo (n{X':a € fl}) = n{ßo Xo:o e A}.
.t

Prorjf : i) = Íi), Letting y be the class of a'll compact
¡

0-dimensicnaT spaces, the resu'lt follows from Theorems 3.1 and
I

3.4.

ii) *'¡¡. In view of Theorem 3.6 aboveo Lhe procrf of this
.! . 

...

impiicaT;ion is identical to that given in Theorenr r. of t 19¡.u

The no'tion of E-compactness introduced in t 131 is c?osery'.'.
reTated to that of an ,extension prcperty. If E is a tcpotogical

spa:ce (not necessarity comp'letety reguìar and Hausdorff) then a

. spaCe,,X; is caliled',E-,ccmpact ìf X' can be rembedded as a"c'!osedl;subset

of a power of the space E, and,x ir,called E-cornp'letely regulan if
x ean *se ernbedçied as a subspace of, sorne power of the space ,E.

Every, E-coppleie'ly,rregular space X has a maxima.I E-compactification

(i.e. E-compact' extension) B¡X which :is an E-compact space in which
.''

x is densely embedded such that any:continuous map from -x to E

admits a continuous extension to BfX. In gener'al, classes of
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E-compactness are not exterrsion properties (for" instance i f E is

not r:ompìetely regular and l'lausdortf ), and not all exte¡rsion

properties are classes of E-compactness for some space E (it is

shown in Theorem 4.7 of t 43] that the class of oo -bounded spaces ','.,',,'.

js not.containecl in any class of E-compactness). However, a simple

modification of the proofs of Theorems 3.4 and 3.7 yields ühe

fo'llorvi,nç¡ theorem. ::: ,

],¡,;¡.,t,:i'

- : 
:._.:.:..-.3.8,Theorem: l-et E be a cornpact, Hausdorff space. suppose ,,..,¡;,,..,=

{{o':a e A} is a family of E-compìetely regular spaces such that

IItXo:a e (A - iao]) ]is infinite for every ao € A. Then condition

t ì 1*pi ies condi tion i i ).
i ) rr{Xo:s e A} is pseudocompact.

ii) Or(n{Xo:aeA}) =u{e¡Xo:o€A.}. , '

ì

These two conditions are shown to be equivaleni for E = I,
the.'closed unit interva'l ; in Theorem 3.1. (Theorem 1 of t lgl ), and

.

j. Theorel 3.7 a,l.rove shows the'tr,Jo conditions to be equiva'lent for j:r..rJ,,.,r.

I: -: '-,'.t,:i,.,' 'E ¡=' ¡0'r1Ì, the two-poirit discrete space. However, the author has ,,',,,,'',',','
,,,,,.1...,.,.a

:' r, no't been able to pro-ve that ii ) impl ies i ) 'in the more general case I ' i: 
:'.:-:1:

where E ''is an arbitrary compact, Hausdorff space. This problem is
.left open to ühe reader.

:.:,: ..:'':. ..

Recalì from Theorem 0.4 that if o, y G if, such that .:'r'i':i'.,

o g'v, then X s vX q oX gßX for'.any space X. The fóìlowing

result is mentioned without proof in t 101 , and ha-c some,. internestinE

consequences.

1.. :.
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3.9 Proposition: Suppose o, v € f(, such that o Çy. If, for two

spaces X and Y, o(X * Y) = oX x oY, then v(X * y) = vX x Vy.

ProOf: Let f:(X * y)-+Z be a continuous nrap where Ze v. Let

fy = f l(X >< {y}) for each y e Y. SÍnce oZ c o, ',,.,'ri,,,

(e(t))(ox '' oY) c oZ by hypothesis. since x * {yl is homeomorphic

to x for everyy in y, (g(fy))(vx * iv]) sZ as Zev. It is clean

by:,the continuity of the nraps-that Ê(f ) l(vx,* {y}) = p(fv) l(vx * {v}) ¡,,,1,..,,f ':-:t-::

for all y in Y. Thus, (e(t))(vX " y) çZ. By a simiìar argument .:
i,,,.,r,,,i,

forr poínts in vx, ít is apparent that (ß(f))(vx * vy) g z. Thus :;: :::

eVery map f: (X x V) + Z where Z € V, admíts a continuous extension

to VX x yY, i.e. v(X x Y) = 'yX x Vy.Ã

It is obvious that a similar proof to the one above would

apply if Íf were replaced by t(b. One immediate result of proposition

3.,9 is,bhat if o c Jf, and X x y is pseudocompact, then

o(Xx.ii)=oXxoYbyvirtueofthefacithatB(x'v)=gXxgY
(Theorem 3.1) and the observation that the class of compact spaces

' is contained':in o for any o c Íf. I

. i..'; , ',' l,le know that:ßX is characterized as that compactification

of''x in which'x is c*-embedded (and for O-dimensíonal ,\, ßo.x f s that

O-d'imensionaì compactification of X in which X is t0,1]-ernbêdded,

Thus, g(x x Y) = 6x x gY if and only if x x y is c*=embedderj in
''

ÊX x ßY. l^ie nov.r show that the C*-embedding of X x y in oX x Oy

characterizes the distr"ibutiúity of o ovei" ühe product r x y.
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3.10 Theorem: Let e ext, and let X and y be spaces. Then

o(X x V) = 0X x oY if and onìy if X x Y is C*-embedded in oX x oY.

Proof: Necessity. Let f: (X " Y)+. R be a bounded continuous map"

Then clA(f(X " Y)) is compaci, hence is in o. Since

o(X x Y) = 0X x ÕY, we have that (g(f))(oX " oy) Ç ct¡1(f(X x y)).
-lhus X x Y is C*-embedded in oX x oY (aìternatively, since

7-,;S oZ Çi ßZ for any space 7 by Theorem 0,3, we have that.

i. *;* t go(X * Y) = oX x oY c Ê(X " y), hence X x y must be

c*-embedded in oX x oy as x x y is c*-embedded'in ß(x * y)).

SUfficiency. Since X x Y is C*-embedded'in oX x 0y, we must
ri

have thatX x YÇèX x oYÇß(X x Y). Now, bya proof irlentical

to that of Proposition 3.9, it can be shown that íf f:(X x y)+ Z

wh,ere Z e Þ, then (g(t))(oX * oY) S Z and hence Õ(X x y) = oX x Qy.n

': 
Note that Theorem 3.10 remains valid if o € q, X and y

ane 0-dimensional, and C*-embedding is repìaced by {0,1}-embedding.

, If ô e K, then X s oX S ÊX for any space .r(. Hence,
'' (: ' g(ox) = gX for any a e ,jt and any space X.

r:

.i

3..11 Theorem;, Let,o e ff such that every.member of o is

pseudocompact. Let X and Y be any infinite spaces" Then ,the

, folìowing are equivalent.

i). X x,Y is pseudocompact,

ii). o(X x Y) = oX x oY.
' t '. ¡

'o"Proof: i) =+ ii). If X x Y is pseudocompact, then n[X * Y) = gX x gY.

Hence, by Proposition 3"9, o(X * y) = 0X x oY (alternatively, since

.:1.::..:t:''':...
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, X x Ygox * oYSgX x gY, and X x Y is C*-embedded in BX x ßy,

X x Yrmust be C*-embeclded in oX x 0Y, and by Theorem 3.10 we obtain

the desired result).

iÍ) *,i). If e{X x Y) = oX x ÕY, then by Theorem 3.10, X x Y is

c*-embeddeci:in oX x oY . By hypothesis, ox x oy is pseudocompact.

Thus, by Theorem 3.1, ß(oX x öY) = e(ox) x e(oy) = 6X x By,(as

.nQted. a..bove,'ß(ÕX) = ÊX for all X). ,Therefore, oX x oy is ì

:e*-embedded in ßX x ÊY, so.that X x Y must be C*-ernbedded in

Ê{ x'gY. By Theorem 3.10, this is equivaìent to Ê(X * y) ='ßX x ßy.
' Th'us, b¡l Theorem 3"1, X x Y is ¡rseudocompact.¡¡i

'I

As the folìowing resr¡lt shows, if not every member of

o is pseudocompact, then Theorem 3.il cannot llold.

3.!2 pnore:li-g.!-: Let o € ff. The foìtowing are equivalent.
.\i) For an.y infinite,spaces X and Y, o(X * Y) = oX x oy if and only

': 

J 

.

XxJispseudocompact.

ii) Ever¡¿ rnember of o is pseuclocompact.

Prr,oof: 'i) * ii). suppcise x e Õ and x is not pseudocompact. Then

k';conta i ns 'a , cl o,sed', '''f,-embedded' copy of N (see Corol I ary L.?0 of

.li7l), and inparticular, I'l €,Ì,. 'lhen o(N x N) = N x N = oN x @N,

-butNxNi.snotpseudocompactwhichcontradictsi)

,ii ) ,* ¡ ¡.. This is the statement of Theorem 3.11.¡.

In view of Theorem ¡.0, it is c'lear that Theorem 3.11

and Proposition 3"72 remain valid if rc is rep'laced bytÇ , and X

and Y are assumed to be 0-dimensionai sr?aces. It is aiso easy to

t,:,:t 1.... 
_.
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see by means of a simple induction, that prcposition 3.9 and

Theorems 3.10 and 3.11 remain vaìid for any finite product of

spaces. l.le now give an exampì e (assuming the continuum hypothesis)

thaÈ shows that 3.9,3.10 and 3.11 ar'e faìse in the case of an

infínÍte product space"

3.13 Exampìe: uncier the assumption of the continuum hypothes.is,

it.has been shown in.Theorem 4.2 of t35l that ßl\t-N has 2c P-points
I

(c'denotes the cardinality of the continuum, and. a point x of a

space X is a P-point of X if every G5 set containing x is a
I

neiighborhood of x). Tf we denote by A the set of p-poÍnts in ßl*-N,

then for every p € A, Êll-{p} is a pseuclocompact, locally compact

space (as gl$-ip] is almost compact - see 6J of ILTI). Thus, by

Theorem 4 of [ 19] (which states that a product of pseridocompact,
¡.

lccally compact spaces is pseudocompact) r{(ß[f-{pi):p e A} is a

ps'eudocompact space. Let o be the class of oo-bounded spaces. '

Recalì from chapter 2 that ox consists of the set of points in ßx

which are in the closure cf a countab'le subset of x. Thus, if x':
is,separable, Xe o'. Note that since n{(eN¡-{p}):p e A} is
.; ';.:' ;

pseuciocompact, g(n{ (ptrl-{p}):p e A}) =n{g(ßf'¡-{p}):p e 41 =

Ii{glrl:p €"4}'by Theorem 3.1. since e¡r-{p} is separabre, o(pll-{p}) =

g(g¡ü-{p}) = sN. Thus n{o(eN-.{p}):p € A} = n{ßN:p e ¡1. t,le show,
:

that the point ,(*p)p e A e äl:ÊN:p e Ai definecl by xO = F, is not

in the closune of any countable sub-set of li{(eN--{pi):p e A}. :

Hence, o(n{(S¡¡-tpl):p e Ai) t r{ßtü:p c A} = n{o(ßtr¡-{p}):p e- A}.

Since every r^ro-bounded space is countabìy compact, hence
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pseudocompact, this will show that 3.9,3.10 and 3.Ll are false

if the finite product is repìaced by an infinite product. T,le shall

require some preìíminary remarks.

In the space ßN, the points of Êl,l-Þl are free ultrafilters
of subsets of N. In what follows, a free ultrafilter s, of subsets

of N, w'ill be regarded both as an uìtrafilter of subsets of N and

as a point of: gttl-N. '

\, ,, Let {xn:n Ç N} be a sequence in a space X, and let s be

a free ultra.filter on N. Foììowing [ 3], we cal'i a point x in X a

€ilimft of the sequence {xn:n € N} if given a neighborhood U of x,

the set {n:xn € U} is a member of the ultrafilter 8" It is

straightforward to check that if f: X + Y is a continnous map and

x is the s-ìimit in x of {x¡;n € N}, then f(x) is the å-jimit in
Y,of the sequence {f (xn):n e N}(rve speak of x being the s-l imit ot a

i

s-eguence, because, as is easiìy ver.ifiecl, in a Hausdorff space,
1'.

.8-rlimîts are unique when they exist). L.et X be a space and .D =

, {x¡;'n € N} a sequence in x such that x € cl*(D) - o. Then there

exists a fnee uìtrafilter 8, on N such that x is the s-'limit of

' {xn:n,e N} ,( we can take the sets B¡ = {n e N:x,., e U}, where U is

a neighborhood of x, as the base fcrr a free u'ltrafiìter on N).

Suppose that 8,Ís'a free ultrnafilter on N. Then there are at most

c = 20ùo points x in Bltl-N such that x is the S-limit of a sequence

of points in N. This is true because there are. c sequences of,

elements of N, and 8-limits are unique in the llausdonff space ß¡i.
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Now, suppose that the poin'! (xp)pE4, € n{ßN:p € A},

defíned by xp = p, is in ühe closure of some countabìe subset of

u{ (e¡i-{p}):p e A}. Let this countable set be {x¡:n € N}. Then 
::::,:

'there exists a free ultrafilter 8, on N, such that (x')p e 4 is ;:::::::

the s-jimjt of {xn:n e N}. Let nO denote the p-th projection map

fr:om n{ßN:p e A} to gN. Then for each p e'A we must have that
', 

, 
' 
.,'

"p(x) is. ,the s-l irnit in ÊN of the sequence {'no(x¡):n e ¡1 (where ,",',,,
l¿ ' ra - i-l -:-.:

,{.= ({p)p e A). But we know that there are at most c points in ..:::::
'.... ,.::-

ßlìl-N which are the a-limit of a sequence in N. Since A has

cárdina'lity 2c, we can find a point pb € A such that po 'is not the

8=limit of any sequence in N. since p is a P-point of ßiv-trl, and 
,

{ripo (x¡):n e N} is a countabje set not containing po , there exists 
.

a heighborhood U of po in 6N such that.

u n (Êt'l-N) n {npo (xn)rn € N} = d. Let us define a sequence

{yn:.n, e N} in N by ,,

)/n =.1 if rp (xn) e ßtl-N,

Yn = ,rp, (x¡) otherwise. 
;,,;.,,,:,,

'LetV be a neighbor^hood of po in gN. Then V nUn (gl,l-ti]) is a ,;,-,,,;'.:..:.'..:.
' ' 't.,

*neíghb0v'l^ioocli'in gÑ ot'Þ. sjnce pû is the s-limit oç {rpo (xn):n c N}

iiie set S ='{il:lTpJxn)' eV nUn (ß¡l-il}}ie6-. But sg{n:ync V},

'hence {n:¡r,., € V} € å. Thus po is Ehe s-limit of {yn:n e N}, ä 
,;,,,.,

seqr¡ence in N. This contradicts the fact that p,o is not the s-Iimit " "''

of any sequence in tl. Thus (*p)p e A is not in the closure of any

countable subset cf n{(glF{p}),:p e A}, and the example is completed.
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Note that if u{Xo.i:a e Bi is pseudocompact and lBl { c,

then o(n{xo:s, € B}) = n{ox*:a € B} where o is the class of cSbounded

spaces. This is true because any product of at most c separable

spaces is separable.

The prcof

can often: be useful
j.

dis.tributes oven a

dênotes the, set of

of the following theorem gives a method which

in showing that an extension property

pseudocompact product space. Recall that tr,
points in {0,1.}tdr at most countably ,many of

wlOse coordinates are 1. Let o = lG {rr, }.

3j14 Theore¡l: Let {xo:a e A} be a farnily of 0-dimensionai spaces

such that lt{Xo:a e (A - iao})} is infinite for every co € A. Then

the fo'l i owi ng are equi vaì ent.

"l), n{Xa:c € A} is pseudocompact.

i'i) o(n{Xo:a e A}) = n{oXo:a e A}.

P¡roof:,i) * ii). By Theorem 3.7 Êo (q{Xa:c € A}) = n{Bo.Xo:a e A}.

tq,t,t,=, lt{ÕXo:e e A} c rr{BoXd:o e A}. By Theorem 0.g,

a(IItXo':a e A]) E ï'., Suppose p =,(po)o. e A c(f - o(ntXo:a e A])).

^By,Theoile.m',2';6 o'f Ohapter 2, there is a famiiy {Ui:i < tr, }lof
canonicaT c'lopen neighborhoods of p such that l{i < o,:x e Ui}l s üb

for ever.yx€ ll{Xe:a€A}. Since p€ T,.pae ÕXo for all a€4.
lde now enrploy a result about regular uncountabie cardinaÏs that can

be found as Lemma 10 of i 9j , If m is a regular unôountable

cardinal and {S1:f <,m} is a collection of (not receSSôFily .

distinct) finite sets, then there is a (possibly empty) set F and

subset o of tn suclr that lnl = m and Sk t Sj = F wlrenever k and j
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are distinct nembers of o. .Since f'or each i < to, lJi is a canonical

clOpen subset of n{8e Xçr:c e A}, Ui = n{U$:a € A} where Ut = ßoXo

for all but finiteìy many o.. Let Si denote the fini'üe subset of A

for which'uT I ßoxo. since to, is regular and uncountable, there

is a subset CI Ç r'rrând a finite set F c. A such that lol = o, r ênd

Sj ^ St = F fclr all j I k, j,ke o. Let Í- - {ol,...,cn}. Since

pcÌ e oxo f,o¡r s..¡ c € A, and' ltUT:i,e nll = ,, f'or each a e A, bJ

T[eorem 2,6 o'F Chapter 2 there must be a point x1 . ¡1cr1. ancl a set.
t

nlSsz such that fCI1l =o, andx1 e ("tUitieat])nXol. By
rl

induction we get subsets a¡1 Ç o¡-1 c ... Ç nl g sz anrl poinüs x¿ for
i. - ¡r

tl= 1',...n such that In¡l = o, ahd x, e (nfUTt,i € CI*]) n Xut. If
a e A-Ë, choose *o = UT r', Xe(therre is at most one i e nj; such that

UT I ScXo by t.he condiiion that Si ^ Sj q F forn 'i I j, Í,j'e a).

gdt then the point (x1,...,Xn,xo)o e A_F is in the set

(ntXo:a € A,]) n (niut:i € onÌ). T'his contradicts the assumption

th¡r.t a point'of ]I{xo:' e A} is in at most i.¡ of the ui's. Thus

J "=,,0(n{Xo:o e ff}). ,

iil =+ i'). Since,every member of o,Ís pseudocompact, this ,

, ,r,np:lica.ù,t'on fol lows from Theorem 3.7.n

Essentiaììy, in lhe proof of Theorem 3.14, lve were ab'!e

tc reduce the infinite'proCuct case to a finite product, lr{Xo:a € F}o

bV melns of Lemma 10 of t 91 . By,the nature of the proof, the 
.'

theorenr remains val id if {¡)r is replaced by any other reguÏar

uncountabie cardinal.

l.-...

l---.
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Recalì fr^oni Chapter 2 that it was shov¡n that if o is the

class of r,ro -boundeC spaces, then N e o' but N x BD É o' , where D

,denotes the discrete space of ca¡"dinal'ity urr. This answered the

question, asked in [43] n of whether or not given {€ ffn X G o'and

K:compact, is it then true that X x K e o' .

However, suppose o e ff and R c o. Then K{R} go, hence

a.i,.g.(rctnÌ)' by T-heorem.,0.11;, Thus ever^y niember clf o, is ,

,.it'srpseudocompact. Let x e o' and let K be compact. Then x x K is

,pseuducompact (the þroduct of a compact space with a pseudocompact

space is pseudocompact - see 9.14 of t171). Thus, by Theorem 3.1,

ß(,X'* K) = gX x 6( = ßX x K. Then by Proposition 3.9n
1

O(¡x K) = OXx ÕK=0Xx (. ButXe O', thusOX- ßX" llence

o(X x K) = oX x K = gX x K= ß(X x K) and so (X x fi) e o'. If
a çlto and N e Õr then we can invoke Theorem 3.6 to obiain,ì:he

colir:esponding result for 0-dimensional spaces X and K.
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CHAPTER 4

TI-IE S'IRUCTURE OF CONTiNUOUS iO,i}-VALUED FUNCTIONS

ON A TOPOLOGICAL PRODUCT

In this chapter we examine the question of which

ccntinuous,{0,1}-valued functions on a prcduct space liiXa:c € A},
i

adnrit'continuous extensions to ï{SXo,:a e 'A}. This problem is

equ:iva'l.ent 'Lo determining,which cìopen subsets of a product have

c'lopen closure in the product the the Stone-Óech compactificaticns
:

ofj the fa.ctor spaces. In solving this problem, u,e are 'led to a

characterization of pseudocompactness in 0-dimensional topological
i
i

pròducts. l.le generalize some of the resujts of [ 11] and [ 12], and in

parrticuìar" get a characterization of the pseurlocornpactne-ss of a

ü-dimensional product space X x Y in terms of a condition on the

the,spaces X and Y ancl a condition on the projection maps.

If. X is compact, let X* denote ihe component space cf X,

i.u..,X* isthe quotient space of X formed by collapsing connected

conrponents of X. Since in a cornpact space the connected

.componeni of a point is equal to its quasi-com¡ronent (the

intersection of, aTl clopen sets containing the point - see

Thc+orem 16;15.0f't171), Xo becomes a compact, Hausdorff,0- :

dimensiona:l.space. Let q: X + X* be the quotient ffiâp; Suppo.se

f:X -+'Y where Y is compact and 0-dimensional. It is easy to see

that f must be constant cn the connected components of X, and

hence there is a map f":X" + Y such that f* . Q = f. Since q is

l .: l.: r: ,-.

i.-.:;::r::rt; :::

I.: ::i'.
L:.,
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a quotient map, f* is continuous. If X is a 0-dimensional space,

then (sX¡* = ÊoX, and the map q is equal to ß(i) rvhere i:X * EoX

is,the identity ernbedding. The fclìowing Lemma is well-known

(-see [ 6j, Part I, p. ].10 for a proof )

4"I Lemma: Let {Xo:o e Ai be a family of spaces. Then the

connected component of a point 
, 
(xo)66A e ll{xci:o e A} is equa'l 

:1,:,.,.;:;,

to Il{C*:a e'A} where Co is the connected component of xo in Xo l',1',,':,','

l: :.. .. . 
_.

: ::' .::::_j-f,or ecrch a in A.
I

4..2 Thecrern: Let {Ko:cr e A} be a famiìy of compact spacÊs. Then

the map which takes the conrponent of the point (xo)o6¡ in
l

j]i.|fu:o€A}totheproductofthecomponentsofthexo,sísa

homeomorphjsm frorn (tTiK.,:a e A])* onto iï{Kfi:u e A}.

Frpoli: Le'Ë k: fitKo:o € A] + (n{Ko:e e A})* and ko: K¡¡ + Kr{ be 
I

ihe:,,.guotient map_ç Let h denote the following map: r¡( (xo)oeR) = 
l

{ko(xo) )oeR, i,e. h is the product of the ko's. Thus l.r is a

continuous map fnom ß{Ko:a e A} to lI{K$:a G A}. As noted above, .:.::.:i ' i, - s
i 

. 

: 

,; r: , 
,, : : 

, 
: 

, 

:

, 'there is a map g: , (u{Ko:a e A})* * n{Kfi:a e A} such that i,,i,,,Ì,,ii,
':":,,,,

,, . g ;',ik'- f . C.lear:ly, g is the map describecl in the statement of , ¡"," 
'

the theorem. Furthermore, g is continuousn as k is a quotient

mapr g is onto:(because h is onto), and g'is one-to-one by,Lerrna 4.tr,n

4.3 Definilion: [.et {X.,:a e A} be a family of spaces, and 'iet

f : n{Xo:a c Ai'+ {0,1}. Then f is called û!'¡_ISIX leqqjlpgsgÞle

if there exi.sts a iinite subset'p = {c1,..,rcn} s A, and finite :,

decomposit'ions (into painnrise disjoint clopen sets) Ti of X'i
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for i = 1,.,.n such that f is constant on each set of the form

II{C¡:i = 1,...n}'x II{Xa:a I ei,i = 1r...rll} where Ci € Tj for

i = 1r...n.

.',1"4 -lheorerl: Let {Xo:a e A} be a famí]y of spaces. Suppose

fi Ttixo:a e A) + {0,1} is a continuous map. Then f admits a

:Ç€nÈinuûus extension to n{gXo:o c A} if and only if f is finitely
Cécomposable. ' . ,

'Plioof:'sufficienc¡r. suppose f is finite.ly decomposable. Then
1,

tþere is a finite subset F = {c1,...,ü'} çÂ and finite
de¡ompositions T.¡ of, xs¡ such that f Ís constant on each set of

the,forrn II{Ci:'i == 1¡...r!} x II{Xct:a f cr.¡ri = 1r...,rì}, where

Ci e Ti" Since each Ci is clopen, the set
t,.

n{clBx.qiJC¡):i = 1.,..,ìì} x n{ÊXo.;a I si,i = 1,...,rì1. is clopen

and is the closure in u{ßxo:a e A} of the set mentioned above.
, i',. '

sihce-'t.¡ is fin:te for i = 1.,.,.rr'r, it fo'!rows that the sets of
.i'.. .

th¡ lorm n{clsX,ui(Ci):i = 1,...,h} x n{ßX,r:a I c¡,i = 1,...,n}
.,f's!îfl a finii;e decomposìtfon of utsxo:a e A] into clopen se.ts.

If, we define f*: n{ßXo:a € A} -i {0,1} by
, .'ì .,;

f*(n{cì,UXorfÇi).ii = 1,...¡ft} x.n{FXs:a f ai,i = 1,...¡flJ) =

f(¡{Ciri = i,...rû} x ]I{Xo:c f ci,i = 1,...,tt]) , then f* is

continuous ancl is an extension of f. :." - :. .; t_

Fiecessity, Suppose f*: n{6xo:ø e A} * {0,1} is a continuous

exten.sion of f: ttixc:a c l\] + {0,1}" Let ko¡ SXa * (ßXo)* be the

quotient maps 'ior aTl o c A, and let h: ll{ßTs:a € /{} * n{(ßxo)*:a e A}

be the pr"ocluct of the ko's. By Theoren A.z, f* factor"s through l ::::-.::,::-:'_. .:: ,
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n{(gxo)*:c € A}, i.e. there is a map g: tt{(SXo)*:c e A} * {0,1}

such that g h = f*. Since lti(ÊXo)*:c € A] is compact and

0-dimensio¡¡al, it is easy to see that there is a finite subset of A,

¡: {crl,".;rcn} such that g*(tO}) and g*(il}) are sets of the fornr

U = u{ (n{Ur, :j=1,. . .,r} * rï{ (BXo)*:aÉo¡,t=,1,. ..,rì}) : i=1,. . .,k}

where k and n are pr:sítive integers, and Ui¡ is a cìopen subset

Df (ßXoj)* for 5=1rJ..ri.t and'i=15,..k ( this: is because the

canonica'l clopen sets form a base for the cpen sets). Let

k1,k2 e N and
.i

U i=gf({O})=u{(n{U¡j:j=i,..r} x n{(ßX*)*:o e A-F}) :i=1,..,k1},

V i=9*({1})=u{{n{V1¡:j=ln."ni x Ir{(gxo)*:a e A-F}):'i=1,..,k2}. Fix isn.

Let Tj = {uij:i=1,..,kl} u tv.¡j:i=1,..,k2}. clearly rrj (sxo-¡*

for ¡=1,..,n" Let 1s j s n o.nd suËrpose lt¡l = nj. *. Then

Tji = [Hr:s=l,..,rj] r,rhere each H, is clopen in (eXo.¡*. l-e'i

it, = H, and l{1, = (BXoj)* - Hs fcr s=l.,..,rj. For every í

.tin, + {0,1}, let Hr^ - n{Hl(s)'s=1,..,nj} and ìet rj = {Hr:

r:, nj * {0,1}}. By the construction of Tt it is clear that if
Te Tj and H" n'T I ø, then l{, IT.
.i,', Su'ppose C¡ u tj for j=1'..'n. Then g is constant on
t..

C = n{C¡:i=1n..,rì} x ni(øXo)*:a G A-i:}. To verify this, supp(rse

C F'U f,þ.'Then therê is an i, e N such that 1 s i, s k1r and

ç n (n{U¡rJ,:i=l,..,h} * li{(eXo)*:c € A-F}) I ø, Tl¡uso

Cj . Ui, j f ó for j=l,..,rr. Since for each j sn C¡ is an ll'" in

Tl; cj t uir¡ for j=1,..,n and hence c gu. A similar argument

holds if C n U f ø. Thus g is constant on C.
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If we define 0j = {ko.*(Ul) r."t ¡oj:[rl E rI] for ¡=1¡..erì¡

then it is easy to see that f is finitely Cecomposabìe with

respect to the decomposÍtions 0¡ of Xo. for j=l,..rn.u

.: It.is cïear that no special property of ßX was used in

Theorern 4.4 other than the fact that clopen subsets of X have

i..clopen closu,¡"es in EX. Thus, if yXo, o. € A ane.cornpactifications

of Xo such tha't clopen, subsets of Xo have clopen closures in "yXo,

tlien Tfreorem 4.4 rema'ins valid with gxo replaced by y,\o (in fact,

the necessit¡r ¡ st.ins vaìid wi¿þ ßXc replaced by ar,y
ì

compact'i'f ication of X*).

{ I'le now use Theorem 4.4 and Theorem.3.7 of Chapter 3

to obtain a characterization of, pseudocompactness in a û-dirnensional

product space. Recall Ëhat if X is 0-rlimensÌonal, theri ßoX carr

bet characterized as the 0-dimensiona'l compactification of x to

wh'i;ch every continuous {0,l}-valued functf on o¡r X can l¡e

continuousl3r extended. Thus, ên.y cl,rpen subset of X has clopen

clos'ure in O6 X. l-lence, assuming aiT Xo are C-dìmensÍr"nal in

Theorem 4.4, uJe'maJ{ repìace ,ÊX* by ßoXo.

;. ,, . ,,
4.5 Defjnjtiçq: Let'{X,r:a e A} be a family of'spaces and Tet

f:,lt{X*:a e, A} + Y where Y is an.y space" Then f is sa.id to depend
':

on finitely many coorndinatesrif t.here exists a finite subset F S Ar

and a map g: n{Xo:s G F} -n Y such that f =:g . IF, where np is

the projection map from n{X*:c¿ € A} to lt{Xa:c c F}.
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The folìowing theorem gíves varicus conditions on a

0-dimensionaÏ product, space which cìt ê eQUiValent to ,the space

being pseudoc.onrpact (i"e. every real-valued continuous function

is bounded).

4.6 Theoref: Let {Xo:'e A} be a famiìy of C-dimensional spaces

such that ll{Xa¿:a e (A-{co})} is irifinite t'or aìl uo e f,. -fhe :, .:.i::
fol Iowing are equival ent. 

:':": '
i',r:.'.., 

'.'i,.,'::: ,;- :

i )' II{Xo:a e ,A} is pseudoconrpact, 
¡.,ì:.,,,,,,,.

: 
F¡hìa crlhn,¡nrlrr¡+ 

^ç 
;f Y .^ È Ã.1 ie na'.,,¡ln¡a-nr^{r i'-t''. 

- -

ill)EveryccuntablesubprocuctofE{Xo:c€A}ispseudocompact,

ii.i)' e(tT{X*:o c A}) = nigXo:ø e ,A} , i

I

iv') ßo (n{Xo:o e A}) =n{go Xd:c¿ € A} r} r 
r

ri '.v). ãver y continuous {0,1}-valuerl function on ll{Xo:cr e A} js 
]

i

fi'nite'ly decomposabl e o
i

r..j

vi') Every finite subproduct of lt{xß:cs € A} is pseudocompact, and 
,

:

every cc¡ntinuous {0,1}-valuecl function on n{xo:o e A} clepends on

finite'ly rflany coordinates
:::_t :..:

Prooî:ì'Conditions i), i1), and iii) are shown to be equivalent ii,,:,:,:',.,,
:,.:-.:......_.

for any family of (not necessarily 0-dimensiona'l) spaces in i Lgl , ',.,::,:,:,,:'.,:r
''::.t.:.:-.'-._

and are included to provicle a contrast to iv), v) and vi)."t-

condÍtions i) and iv) are shown to be equivalent in Theor.em 3.7 l

l

of chapter 3. 'is'!nce statenrent iv) ureans precise'ly that every ; ,, 1,,,1

continuous {0,1}-valued funct.ion on ir{Xo:a e A} admits a :

continuous extension to n{3oxü:a G Ai, by Theor'em 4.4 and the

remarks foÏ'lor^¡ing it, we get the equivalence of iv) anci v).
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¡\ -¡i = vi,). Since pseudocompêctness is preserved by contínuous

maps'' every subproduct of n{Xo:a € A} is pser.rdocompact (being

. tlre image of n{Xo:c e A} under a projection map) if rt{Xe:a € A}

is pseudocompact. It is clear that any f ini tely Cecomposable ,,,..,1.,,

1' m4P. fr:om'[{Xo:cr e A} to {0,1} depends cn finitely rnany coordinates.

Thus, bY,the equivalence of i) and v) which has already been
,i

¡.. ì'" shöwn, it f'olÌows that every continuous {0,l}:valued function on ,::.::.:.;a

. .. . ;:..,.':;:,:'
'r' tit.Xc:a € A] depends on finitety many coordinates

Y ' :..-1..' ,....t_.-..

vi) * iv)" Let f: It{Xcr:a € A} -t {0,1} be a continuous map. Then :""):'.i:

J

the,re is a finite set F c R and a continuous map' i'': '

g: niXo:a€ F]*{0,1} such thatf = g. ?rF. Bu.b, tt{Xo:a€F}
.

is pseuciocompact by,hypothesis. Thuso by the equivalence of i)
:

and Ív), g admits a cont'inuous extension g* to I{ßo Xe:a c F} '

.)(q¡edonotneedthehypothesisthat[{X0:cl€p-{"J}isinfinite

for every ao € F, for if one such pr"oduct is finite then g

{i ,,'. 
j

oþviou5ìy admits an extension g*). Let

zrpl: il{ßoxo:c e A} + Il{Êoxd:a e F} be the projection map. Then, ,,,..,,,t, , i .: ì ;,.,,,,.,:ii,.

".ii we let ft --.g* . ñr, f*: tt{ßoXo:o e A} -Þ {0,1} and is an r : -

l r"- -

. :....:..1.,.:.., .. ¡, ,, extensicn of, f. Hence ßo (n{[o:o e A]) = fi{fuXo:a e A}.n ' '

If we consider any finite famíly of 0-dimensionai
I

i^tspaces X.¡, i=l,.".,n then every conÈingous,function on ¡i{X.¡:i=1,..,n} ,.....,,.,,.

,'a,¡'t.,

depends on finitely many coord,inates. However, if X¡ is a non-

" pseudocompact space for each i=1,.,"erì¡ then n{X;:i=lr..rn}

satisfies the second part of condition vi) but not the first.
Furthermore, in [ 7] an exampìe is given of a O-dimensionaì, non- 

i1,,,ì::,::,,:,
I ::i'':.:: ì
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pseudocompact product space, all of whose finite subproducts are

pseudocompact. Evidently, this space satisfies the fir^st part

,of condition vi) but not the second. Hence, neither of the two

parts of condition vi) may be removed,

l^le now obtain some 0-dimensional analogues of results

from [ 11] and I 12] .

4.7 Eefinitíon: A space x is said to be {0,1}-embedded in a

,space Y if every continuous {0,l}-vaìu.¿ t*.tirr.r,,.dmits a

continuous ex'üension to Y. A pair of spaces (x,y) is called a

!A-&pgif if X x Y is {0,1}-embedded in both eX x y and X x Êy.

if (x'Y) is a {0,l}'pair such that x x y is not {0,1}-embedded
í

in gX x ßY, then (X,y) is called a proper {-O,.!j-paìr. A map

fi x + Y is called a ôlopen map if the image under f of a clopen

subget of X is clopen in y.

; The folIowing theorem is ihe "0-dimensional analogue"

cf; Theorem 2.I of t 121 . The proof requires only minor

modjfications of the original proof, to which .the reader is

ref,erred..

t

4.8 Theoiem: Let X and y be O-dimensional

:{Qr¡1}-embedded in gX.x Y, then either X is

is a P-space (a P-space is a space in which

spaces. IfXxYis
pseudocompact, or Y

every Gu is open).

, An investigation of the proof of Theorerrr 3.6 of chapter

3 shows that for O-dimensi.onal spaces X and y, X x y is {C,I}-
embedded in gx x Y if and only if x x y is ¡O,l1-embedded in
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BoX x Y. Thus, "gX * Y" ntay be repìaced,.by "ÊoX x Y" in Theorenr 4.8.

Theoreni 4.8 yie'lds the following analogue to Theorem z.z af t 12¡.

4.9 Theore!: If (X,Y) is a proper {O,l}-pair and X and y are 0-

rdir¡ensional spaces, then both X and y are p-spaces.

Pr,oof: By hypothesis X x Y is {0,1}-embedded in BX x y, hence

'. also,,'¡t1 ßoX x Y by the remarks above. If Y is pseudocompact,, fþs¡

: Ê¡,x x Y'is pseridocompacto and then, by Theorem 3.6 of chapter 3,

Êo:(ßox,*Y)= ÊoX* BoY, i.e. ßfXr y) = ßoXx goy (asXx V

wo.ul'd'Lhen be {0,1.i-embedded in ÊoX x goY) which is contrary to
;l

tQ'e hypothesis that (x,Y) is a proper {O,li-pair. Thus, y is not

pde'ldocompact. Hence, b¡r Theorem 4.8, X is a p-space. Similar'ly,

Y'is a P-space.r

. ..!i Theorems 2.1 and ?.2 of [ 12] now foll ow from.Theorems ]i:

4r8'and 4.9,, in the case where X and Y are 0:dimensional,spaces. I

Thie following are para'llels to Theorems 3.1 of I12l and 4"3 of t lfj.
' ì.: ..:_ i.j :'i' 

' 

- _ - i':;'::'-:ìl'' : '.4¡.',.i0.''Theo e-: The folìowing conditions on a product space,X x y ' ¡,¡,'',''r-.',
.l't 

--.- 
:..: ,..,i ::r: ::

ar.,e equivaìgnt';: ','. "'.,r: 1 .. .ì :: ;'l :

-) 
t 

.

i) The projection map ry:,X x y + y is a clopen map,

if) 'X x Y is;{0,1}-embedded in ßX x y.
.:..,:.'

' ' ïc¡10'of r i'') *'ii).' Tnivial modifications of the proof of Theorem i,,;r.-r,:......
3.i of t 12j yieìd this implication.

.; l 
: : it 

. .

i'i) * i). l-et u be a cropen subset of x x y. By lrypothesis,
-¿ 'v f - --_-- -- t

there is a clopen setVgBX x y such thatVn (Xx y) = U. Let ;

i: -::: r:.. ¡::n, denote the proiection map from X x y to y and ñ, the projection 1,,,...,
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map from ÊX x Y to Y. Since BX is compact, tr ts a closed map,

lrence (as aIì pr:ojecticn maps are open maps) is a clopen map.

Thus, ãr(vi is cìopen in Y. c'learìy ny(u) s lTy(v). If y É,r,y(u)

then (Xx ty]) nU=d, hence (gX* {yi}nV=d as X"fy} is ,:',,.,,,,,;

ciense in ßx * {y}. Thus y g ny(v). Therefore'y(u) = ny(v) and

hence n, is a clopen ffiâp.u

l'¡ 1 ;.i; :' t:: t:1

i4.1i'l'heorel.r.r: Let X ancl Y be 0-dimensional spaces. The follor,ling i.':"'"''",ì.''

. _i ._...ang equival ent. ,r,,..;:,r-,,.-;.r,,:

i). X x Y is pseuclocompact,

iil x ancl Y are both pseudocompact spaces and n¡ and (or) ny are

clopên ilìaps;
i:

Prcof: í) *ii). Since X x y is pseudocompact, ß(X * y) = gX x gy

'tiy Theorem 3.10f Chapter 3, and hence X x y is a t0,lÌ-pair. :

ì

Thus by Tireorem 4.10, both n, and ny are cloperì maps. Since both
jr x hnd Y are continuous images of x x y, both x and y are

: ,, ',... :

useudocompact (note that this impl icatÍon does not make use of
' , .the c-dimensional ity cf X and y). '; Ì.i.,1:¡i1i.:iii

-."-;-- rv¡rs¡ ruJ vr /\ qtt\¡ aI. :.:).-:.:-.-...-
' 

'...'.t,_ ,..,, ,-

iÍ.) * i). Sirtc€ lrv is clopen, X * Y is {0r1}-embedded in X x ßy ,:,,','rr.'.'':'...,,,
. 

.: . r¡ ,r .. P I -.:-_:.,.:, -:.:-r-:.

b¡r' .[heorern 4. 10" Thus, by Èhe remarks preceding 4.g, x x y is
,{0;1}-ernbedded in X x gu{. Since X is pseudocornpact and goy is

::, : c0mpacto x x Êoy..is pseudoconrpact. Thus, by Theorem 3.6, ,.,,, .:i:,:,,,I r:.__ t: --:.-:.: .-

Fo(X x ÉoY) = SoX x ßoY. But X x y is {0,1i-ernbeccled in X x fuy,
hence X x y is {0,1i-embedded in ÊoX x goy, i.e.
ßo iX " Y) = ßeI x go Y. By Theorem 3.6, X x y is pseudocompact.

Thtis, the proof does noi! require the hypothesis that ny be clopen, ,,,,, ,,', ,,

aïthough this nrust be the case by Theorem 4.10.tr
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ÐHAPTER 5

LATTICES t)F ZIRO-SETS

inthischapterwegivecharacterizationsofthose '-: '

lattices that are lati:ice isomorphic to the jat'üice of zero-sets

of, a conrpact. Hausdor ff, Lindelöf, realcompact nornlal , or
'...i.;i: ;:

r¡rqalcornpact spa.ce.' T.P'Speed'has 'independ,ently, and at about the r:.'i.,::',:,,
1,,,',,.1.,¡';,t':

r,sqme time as the author, obtained characterizations of those , .,,,,,,
I

la,ttices that are zero-set lattjces of compact Hausdorff or '::':r':'::

I
rea'lcompact spaces, The characteriza:lion obtaÍned by Speed of

thezenc-set]atticeofarea.|compactSpaCedifferssignificantly

from the one given here. llis work may be found in t 37j 
,

The basic references fon iattice theory th,at we use are

[ 4l 'and l2Il . ]'Je use withcut further comment the lattice theoretic

tenmino1ogy therein. The Iattice operations of "meet" and "join"
wí'1'l be denoted by "I" and "V" respectively.

j 
, 

. ,. 
, 

, . , 
. 

, 

. : , ' , 

- 

, 

, 

-5:lilefinÍtig¡-: Let L be a lattice with a 0 e'iement. Then an ,,'i',',''...'
l::_:.. -..

'ultrafil.ter on L'is ô. non*empty subset M c L such that: i,.".,",:.",','

rt:l
i) if a, b € I'l then aÂb e M,

ii) if ae M and a s b, then b€ M

i iii) 0 É M, 
,;,.;,,,,, 

, 
,,

..1r;::,:::.:ii : :.

,iv) 14 is. maximal 'rith respect to i ), ii ) and iii ).

Ld; L he a bounded distributiye Tattice (a ìatttce is

bounried if '¡t has both a 0 and a l element). Let M(L) denote the
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set of 'uìrrafilters on L. Then the Stone þlgl_ggX on M(L) is the

,topolo:grv genera'ûed by the folìowÍng base for the closed sets:

iA(z):z:€ L] where A(z) = {M e M(L):z e M}. With this topoìogy, 
,;,:

M(L) ís a compact (not necessariTy Hausdorff ) space and is also r:i:,.:,,,:,,r'

ca.Ìled the'Stone space of L (see section 11 of t Zll ). This

construc,tion pìays a central role in the characterization'theorems.
...j_..:. 

: _.::., I,¡e now introduce several lattice conditions wlrich r,lilI ,:,i,....1,1,r;,i,
.il :.'

."Occill?'frequently. The symbols on the ìeft r.¡il'l be used to clenote ,:: ;:,..
;t1 

t't t'ttt."tt't'

the conditions. Let L denote a bounded iattice. "":
i ..

'I -9.r'), If s, t € L and sitt = 0, then there exist elements a, b € L
i

such'thai sÂa = bÂt = 0 and aVb = 1 (this is condition 2.I of L37l ,
,t,

called normality).

gr) If s > t then there is an a€ L such thataÀs > 0, arid aÂt = 0.

Í31){.'if{zi:i:€N}gLthenÂ{z¡:ieN}eL;

s¡l).If'ze-L then therearesequences {zi:ic N}o {w.¡:i€l{}qL 
'

stjchthatz=It{zi:ieN},zi+7Szi,z.¡*1Àwi=0,andz¡Vv,r¡=1
inn 2 ? n€f ?71 I ':';';1;;'::for",aTl i e N (this fs condition 2.2 of l37l). i i:::,::::

'

.,-,, 
,.,,,,, .,

!s'reiemed for a proof. 
:

5.2'Lemma: Let L be a bounded lattice. If L satisfies condition

ß+''then l- satisfiêS ß2.

By saying that an ultrafilter I'l on a lattice L is closed

urder countabJe meets, we mean that if {zi:i c N} St'l and

Â{2.¡:i € N} exists in L then L{2.:i e H} E }4. Such ultrafiìters
:,j .;.-:: t: _

, j.:r'-.ì_ l'
:_- 1: -r - -.- .
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are aìso refer¡ eci to as real u'ltrafiÏters. .,

5.3 Lçmmg-: Let L be a bot¡ndecl ctistriuutive,.lattice satisfying ta.
Suppose.that every ultrafilter on L is closed under countable meets.

If.L.satisfíesconclitiontothenLsatisfiesrr.

Proof: Let sÂt: 0. By Qo we get sequences {nii, {q¡}, {r¡},
{ui} S L,9.uch that s = Âtp;}, piV[i=l, sÂq¡=0, t,= Â{ri}, riVu¡=l

l

and,titu;=O. (sínce r s Þi.fc¡r each i and pi+l^gi=0 u¡e have that; ì,

s¡\q.¡=0, simil arìy tor t. arrd ui ). I,Jithout loss of general ity,
pt/rr1=O'(if pri,Xrn > 0,for a.ll n e N, then {pn,rn}r,-N g M for some

'ul,trafilter M on L, 'hence, by hypothesis, (^tpi:ieN])n(riir¡:ie¡i) e M,

.¡.',.,e..0=sÂte'Mvlhi1chisnotpossib]e).Thenq,Vu1=1lfor

1= qlVpl s q1Vul (pl ;< u1 since p1Àrr=0, thus p1/\u1 =

(n1nrt) Y (pi,^ui) = p1n(r'1VLr1) = Þ111 = p1),, and qlJrs = 0, ulÂt = 0.

Thus L satisfies P¡ .ir
Í

{c rl¿rtra,tnnal in -tsh^ nnna€ ..,.i11 L .'. '-' 
"'-. 

-,Thgorer¡ 4.1. oi t37l " The metl¡ods cleveToped in the proof will be i:::i::.::::;l

: ,'.: ,'ernpl'oyed i,n later characteri,zation theorems. , ' l,:,Ì,:,,,,,:,,,
.t -.:':.: .:'

.:. : :.

5.a $porgq': LeÈ l- be a boundeci distributive lattice. Then

L 
= 

7 (X) fo'r'some (:ompact lJausdorff space X if antl only if L

:.:.::1: :

satisfies condítions r¡ and lq and every ultrafilter on L is real i,.,i,,',i,.i,

(i:e. every ultrafilter on L is cjosed under countable meets).
:

Proof; Necessity. Suppose T is a conpacÈ Hausdorff space. ït
t:

is shown in 1.la(a) of t 171 that Z(X) satisfies sa for any -space'I.

In acldition; if'Z e Z(X) then Z = f*({0}) for some positive ;''"'¡''.',',1,
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continuous function f : X + R. Let sn = f*([ o,*l ),
tn = f*(tffi, -)). Then clearly the sequences {sni and {tn}

,satisfy condition l+.for Z (we do not use the compactness of

,.x as the lattice of zerc-seis for any space wirì satisfy this

conditÍon). Finallyo every ultrafilter cf zero-sets compact
', 

sFlace inters'ects in a s.ingle point, hence any ultrafilter mus.ü
'i.' 

'be'.c'losed untler counta.ble rneets (a zero-set wi ji be in the

,ul'trafÍtter if and on:ly if it contains the point of intersection).I -'--
sufficiency. Let trl(L) be the set of ultrafijters on L with the

stone topology. Let'{A(z):z e J} be a family of basíc closed sets

in M(L) with f.i.p. (where A(z) is as defined above, and J g l-).
ri

Then J has the finite meet property (i.e" if F c J and F is finite
then ÂF > 0). Thus there is an ultrafilter M on L such that. J c M

l=
. (any subset of L with f"rn.p.'is containeci in an uitrafiìter by

Zotnn's Lemnia). tlearly itl € n{A{z):z e J}" Thus t'1(L) is compact.

' . To see that M(1.) Ís Hausdorff, ìet M1 f þ12, M1,M2 € M(L).

, ,By:trhe maxíma''ll'ty of.Fl* and Ni,there are elements ml c l4l and

Ill2;,G, l\32 such tha.t rn1/\mz = 0. By Lemma s.3, L satisfies pr, hence

th'ere are ,lo b € L such that aÂm1 = bÂm2 = 0 and aVb ='1. Then

A(a) and A(b) are bgsic c.losed sets such that A(a) u A(b) = ¡11¡¡

-(every u'ltra:Filter is prime, hence either a or b is in M for every ,.,,..r.,r: :' .'

M in Í4(L)) and M1 É A(a), t42 É A(b). 't-hus t,t(L) - A(a) and 
i:¡':tì'ì"

M(L) - A(b) are disjoint neÍghborhoods of M1 and Í42.

' Let C(M(L)) denote the closed sets cf M(L). Let

r¡,: L + C(M(L),ì be defined by,¡(z) = A(z). Clearly g is well- :, ,

i i r::r':::':
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, tt defined, and {,(L) fornrs a base for the closed sets of M(L).

G(Ir(Ll) is a bounded distributive lattice unde,- the operations

,of union and intersection. cìearly r¡ is a 'lattice homomorphism

;which preserves 0 and 1. Furthermo! ê, ú ís one-to-one. For, by

Lemma .5.2, L satisfies 12. Thus, if s I t then without loss of 
.

.genefality, sVt > s. By lr, there is an e.Iement a c L such that

an-(sVt) t0,butaÂs=9. ThusaÂ(sVt)= (nits) V (ant) =0V (ant)=

,.aâ{lt > 0.. Then there mt¡st be an M e M(L) such that a.['f € M. But

,'F M as aÂs = 0. Thus rl(s) I û(t), and r¡ is one-to-one.

,ì ,il 
' 

l,le now show that rþ is actually a homoniorphism into

Z(M(L)). Let z c L. By condiiion P¿ there are sequences tzili6¡,¡
i..

and {wr}i.t¡ in L such that z S zi+7 s Z.¡r zialt\w.¡ = 0, r^riVzi=l

ancl z = l{2.}i.*. Hence, rttÞ) g,¡(zi+t) gU(.zi),j

'¡(z,ia1) 
n'J,(,wi) = ¡!{z¡*1Âw.¡) = ú(o) =,Þ, and Í\i(l-) =,¡(i) =

ú(w'v2.¡) = ,p(w.¡) u ,t,(zr)" Thus u(z) g ú(tir-r) c N(L) - p(w.¡) c

'¡(zt.)- But ù(z) = ,¡(a{2i }i=N) - n{ü(zi )}1e¡{ (for ctearly ,¡(z) S
q(tzi) for,ai'i i,e N, and i'r M e'M(L) such that t4 E n[ú(z¡)]¡E¡

then {ziii.¡¡ S lr'l and hence since L staisfies le and ever;y

t."1.;tr,afilteron L is real , z= rt{z;i¡çry€ M, i,e. Me rr(z)). Thus,

' *(z) = n{{,,(zi)}ieru = n{M(L) --o(wi)}.¡e¡, ancl rp(z) is a closed G6

'sef ini the ,compact Hausdorff space M(L). Therefore, lry 3.11 of

I n¡ , u(z) e z(M(L) ).

: Finally, we show that r¡ maps L onto Z(M(L) ). -Let

Z e Z(M(L)). 'lhen 7 is a G6 and hence 7 = n{Ui}¡.¡, where Ui is

open'in M(L) for al'l i in N. Since M(L) is compact and ip(L) forms
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a base for ihe closed sets of M(L), for'every i € N there is a

zi e L such Èhat 'Z çþ(2.¡) g U¡. Then Z - n{ú(z;)}¡ç¡,¡ =

,p(,t{zii.l=n) and r¡ is onto. Therefore ',p is a, lattice isomorphism

between L ancj Z(M(L)).n

In view of BD1 of [17] which shows that Z{X) and Z(uX)

':' are ,a'lr.rays lattice isomrphic (where uX denotes the Hev¡itt

reaìcompactification of X) and the facts that a compact space is

, psgudocompact and uX ? BX for any pseudocompact space X, we see

that "compact" may be replaced by "pseudocompact" in the statement
il

of: Theorem 5.4..
Ì.

of closed sets with the countable intersection property (c.i.p.)

has non-empty intersection. A filter F on a laÈtice L (i.e. F
.r. 'r''

rjttsttes concÌtions i), iÍ ), and iii ) in .rlefinition 5.1, but not

necessarily iv)) is said to have the count¿rble meet property

(c;m.p.) if iz.¡ii=n S F impties that Â{z¡ii=* e F.
¡,,.,.

, 5.5 Theorem: ,l-et L be a bounded distributive lattice. Then

:;:l

l- =,,,Í"fX) foniseme,Lindelöf spa,ce X if ancl only if L sa.tisfies ::'):''

conditionS,'1r,'2r, 9.o and every f itter on L with the c.m.p. ís

contained in a rea'! uì trafil ter. 
,. : i

: As was shown in Theorem 5.4 , z(xi satisf,.les l"i''"''

gti- ¿ for any space X. If X is LindeTöf and F is a filter on

Z(X) w'ith c.m.p. then nF f ø. Thus F must be contained in the

ultrafiìter on Z(x) consisting of all zero-sets containing any
,,,.,,,,. 

-
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one parËicular point of nF. ..Such an u'ltrafilter is aìways reaI.

Sufficiency. Let Mu(L) denoie the subspace of t.1(L) consisting

of the real ultrafilters on L. As in Theorem 5.4, iU(L) is compact

and Hausdortf (t, irnp'lies M(L) is Hausdorff ), thus Mu(L) is

compìeùely regular and Hausdcrff. Recall from Theorem s.4 the

rnâp rp:: 1,+,ç(M(L)) defi'ned by ,t,(z) = {M e M(L):z e M}. Let

':' t -¡ 0(i4u(t.)) oe defÍnerJ by . (z) = U(z) n,Mu(L): Then t(L)

forms 'a,'.base for the'cÏosed sets of Mu(L)" Let {ci}.¡ul g c(Mu(L))
i' 

I r-¡ 
-

be ar, famiìy of closed sets with the countable intersection property.

Tlj.en.fcr each i € I there is a subset Ji Ç L such that

c'¡r =.,n{t(z)}zeJ- (as {r(z)}zel forms a base for c(Mu(L)))" But

since {Ci}i*i has c"i.p., u{J-:i e I} nrust have c.m.p. and hence

is contained in some M e Mu(L) by h¡rpothesis. Clea.r'ly N e niC¡Ì.¡eI

and,,hence, Mu(t-) is Lindelöf. Thuso by 3D4 of t l7l , whích shows

tha,.t every r"egular Lindelöf space is normal , Mu(L) is normal.

," ' By Lemma 5"2, L satisf ies fz . Ì'lence, since every non-0

eieilrent, ef l, is ccontairied in.a real ultrafilter, t is a one-to-one

hrimomorphisn into C(Mu(t-) ) (the proof is identical to that of

Theo'¡êm;'5.+{+n*cn',sho,¿¡ed'that r, ís one-to-one). Since Mu(L)

consists on'i.y of rea'l u ltra.f il ters, if {2.,}t=ru S L then

t(Aizilrell) = rÌtr(ti )iiut¡. Tl'¡us, I{e rnay show that r(z) is' a cTosed

G5 set in l4u(L) iust as ii vras shorvn in Theorem 5.4 that r!(z) is

a ciosed Gu in M(L). Hence, since Mu(L) is normal, by 303 of

í77], which sh,¡ws that ever^y cÏosed Go ln a norrnal space Ís a

zero-set, .(z) e Z(Mu(L)) for a'll z e L. Thus r: L + Z(Mu(L)).
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To see that r maps onto Z(Mu(L)), let Z be a zero-set

in Mu(L). Thenthere is a subset B g L such that Z = n{r(b)}¡eg.

Also, Z is a G5 set, so Z - n{Ui};ç¡ where each U., is open in

l,lu(L). *cince Mu(l-) is Li,n,lelöf , for each i e N there is a -,..,.,,

countable set B¡ c B such that Z S^{r(b)}Uegi gUf. Let

B' = u{Bt:i e N1. Then Z-Sn{*(b)}¡eg, g^{Ui}i.N = Z. Since

B' is countableo V =,n{r{b)}b=g' = r(rt{b}*r, ). Thus, r is onto; i:,','¡..LeD 
- - 

*" r.¡r',' :,,r. :

,, and is an isornorphism'from l- onto Z(Uu(L)).n i.. ,.

t .'--.. a.:-

i-:.: _.:.: :::

'; Note that since L is isomrphic to Z(Mu(L)), that M(L)
:

and M(Z(Mu(L))) are homeomorph'ic. Bur M(Z(Mu(L))) = e(Mu(L)) (in
'i'

Chgpter 6 of t17J it is shown that M(Z(X)) = ßX for any conrpletely

reguìar, Ilausdorff space X). Thus M(L) is homeomorphíc to ß('Mu(L)).
j.

Itoc¡¡ be seen directìy that ß{Mu(i)) = M(L) once it is observed

thât Theorgnr 5r5 implie-s, that disjoint zero-sets in Mu(L) have
' i' ,

dis;ìo:int closures in M(L).

''', A space X is called reaicompact if every ultrafilter
of zero-st-.ts cn X ciosed uncler countable intersection (i.e. a.

real z-uìtrafiìter) is fixed (i.e. Lras non-empty irrtersection).
4".

5.6 The_org[r.: Let L be a boundeci distributive iattice. Then

L = Z(X),'forsonie norli.ral reaìcompact space X if and only if L

satisfies 9., o g.s t 9+ and the fol'lorving conditions:

i), If z f 0 and z € L, then there is a real ultrafilter M on L

such that z: ç 14. i

i ::,,
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i'i) If S = A u B Ç,1 such that S is nol; contained in any real

ultrafilter on L then there are elements a, b € L such that aVb=l

. and neither of the sets A u {ai or BU{b} is contained in any reaì

ulirafilter on L.

Procf: t{ecessity. Let X be realcompact and normal. As in 5.5

and 5.4, Z(X) satisfies Qr,9¡, and l¿. Suppose Z€7(X), and

7 f ø., l-et p € 2,. Then' {ll e 7(X):p c tl} is a real z-ultrafiitEr ,

0n.X which contains Z. Thus Z(X) satisfies condition i) (no use
l.' ,

was made of the hypothesis that X is reaìcompact normal). Note
:

hat i¡t a realcompact space, a subset S s Z(X) is contained in a

rea'l z-ultrafilter an X if and only if nS I ø (a reaìconpact space
! ,,

is one in uvhich a z-ultrafilter is real if and:only i'F Ít has non-

empty intersection)" Suppose S ç, 2(X), S = A U B and fìS = ó.

sets a,'b G Z'(X) such that (rA) n a = d, (ng) n b,= d and a u b = X

l

isince we ûìay separate A and B b¡r ss26ro sets),. Thus Z(X)

satisfjes r:ondi tion i i ).

'':l

of. a'lì real ul traf í,i ters on L. Aguin, U(f ) f s a compact, Hausdorff': :; ,]

spece, hence" Mu(L) is compìetely regular and Hausdorff. Let

, C(ltu{i¡¡.,l.Und, r:.1 + C(Mu(L)) Ue as 'in Theorem 5.S T-hen, as.l'n

Itreorem 5.'5, since L satisf ies condition, i ) and Flu(L) consists

only of real ultrafilters, " i:, 1 one-to-one hoinomor.p.hism.,

hle shov¿ that l4u(L) is ng¡maì., Let C1, C, be disjoint

closed subsets of I4u(L),, Then there sets 41, AA 9L such that
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:l

C.¡ = ^{t(z)}zeA- 
for i = 1,2. Since Ct ^ CZ + p, there can be

no real ul traf il ter on L containing At u AZ. By conciition Í'i ),

there are elernents ul, u2 e L such that arVa.= ! and neither

At t,t {a1} nor A2 u {aZ} are contained in any real ultrafiTter on L.

Thus C, Ç Þlu(L) .- r(u1), czgMu(L) - t(a2) whích are disioint

,,,open sets in Mu(t-). Thus Mu(L) is nonnal.

.,' coqtained in L which satisfy condition l+. As in Theorem 5.5,

"(z),= t(n{z¡}t.n) = rì{t(2.¡)}.¡e¡¡, and t(z) c Hu(t) - t(wi} ç r(tt).
Thus t(z) is a ciosed G6 in a normal space, hence is a zero-set.

ì '_

I'herefr;re,,r: L + 7(l'lu(L)) is a one-to-one homomorphism.
..:

i ' þie show that r is onto" Let 7 e Z(t'lu(l-)). Then

Z.= n{Urii.¡¡ where U., is open in Mu(L) for each i € N. Let i e N,

Then Z arrd Mu(L) - U¡ are disjoint closed sets. There are sets

A,j B g L such that'Z = ñ{r(z)}r=0, Mu(L) - Ut = n{r(z)}zeg. By

:.... ..rcondition ii), there are elements a, b e L such that aVb = L, and

neitner A u {ê} 
1or 

B u {b} are contained in a real ulLrafÍlter

on,l,; Thus, r(b) n (Mu(L) - Ui) = ø, and hence r(b) S U¡. Also,

r(ia)' n Z = 6,, ¡q¡.e Z ni1(U) 
= 

-2. 
^' 

(t(b) u r(a)) = Z n (r(aVb)) =

Zn Uriil) = ¿' i'.e"' , çr(b).g U.¡. Thus, for every i € N there is

- äT , xî.€ L such .ihat 7 9r(xr) q ur. Then Z = r¡tr(xi)]i.N =

t(n{xi }i..=ll) and r is onto"

reaT ultrafilter on Z[Vu(!)). Then r*[F) is a rea] ultrafi'lter on

L,' as'.¡ 'is qn. isomorphism. Hence, ,*(F) = þl € Mu(L). 
.Clearly.

i..

:
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nF = ¡¡41. Thus, F'is fixed anC I'lu(L) is reaìcompact.E

Irr viel of the fact that fon any space X' Z(X) satisfies

conclitions €r " 
lt" 9q, and condition i) of Theorem 5.60 and

Mu(Z(X)) is precisely uX (see Chapter 8 of I 171 ), the foììowing

two corolla:,^ies are immediate from the last two theorems. These

coro'llar:ies may, aìso be proved directly vrithout any difficulty.

5r7 !ggl-j-U¿: Let X be a space. Ihen uX'¡s Lindelöf if and only
:if every family o't zero-sets oF'X with the countable intersection,

pçoperty is contained in a rea'l z-ultrafilter.
t. ',

5;S qgro]lg¡¿: Let X be a space. Then uX is normal if and onìy

if Z(X) satisfies condition ii) of Theorem 5"6

5¡"9,TheorÊrlr: Lei L be a bounded distributive lattÍce. Then
'tr,--.-.-:-.

L,=;7(X) tor some realconpact space X if and only if L satisfies

cond'ition5 ß'r, !a and the foliowing three conditions:

f;) Every element of L is contained in a real ultrafilter on L.

iil If ze L, then there are subsets {2.:r € Q n (0,1)},

iwr:r e Q n,(0,1)i,-Ç L (,vrhere Q O, (0,1) is the set of rational

nurmbers ,ín Lhe open unit inter'vai ) such that z. s Zs, w," > w, for

aTì r totl,z*Vwr.= l.for all r, and zrt\vr, = 0 for all r < s where

res € q n (0,1.), and z = It{z-:r e Q n (0,1)}.r
iii)g(r4u(L))=M(L)., : ,. 

:

Proof; I'lecessity. Let X be a space. If 7e Z(X) then Z = f"'({0})
Ì

fon sonle continuous f: X + i. Let Z. = f*(tO,rl), Hr = ft(tr,ll)
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for rc Qn (0,1). Then {2.:r€ Qn (q,i)} a¡d {U{r:r€ Qñ i0,1)}

cen easiìy be seen to satisfy condition ii). Since Mu(Z{X)) = uX

(see Chapter B of [17]) and M(Z(X)) = ex, we have that B(i{u(Z(X))) =

satisfied as shpwn in the previous theorems

fu¡rq'ljon ,t; L, '>,ü(lîu(L)) defined by .(z) = tl4 e Mu(L):z € M] is a

: . onÊrto¡orìê ltomcnorphisnt onto a base for the cÏosed sets of l4rr(L),t .,i.

just as shown in Theorems 5.6 and 5.5 (condition ii) implies 1¿).

i,'. [.le show that t(z) e Z(Mu(L)) for z Ç L. Giv,en z e L
¡

thene are sets {zr:r € Q n (0,1)}, {w.:r c Q n (O,t)} g l- as in

r(z) n t(wr) = d and thus r(z) c (Mu(L) - r(wri) E r(zr.) (as

z.Vryr''; r)" Thi¡s, r(z) ç_n{(Mu(L) - ,(w, )):r e Q G (rl,t)} ç
n{t(zr),:ne Q1(.0r1)} = r(n{2.:r€ QG (o,t)}} = r(z). Thus we

haqe open sets u¡'= Mu(L) - r(w") for r e Q n (0"1) such that

, .^'i .r

: if 'r < s, then z,,r¡ï,s,:î 0, thus U,^ = Mu(L) - r(w¡^) Ç t(z.) ç
i 

I \'"f'' 
- 

rì

, , Iu(t-) -, ,r(w'r),,,: ,Us," 'Hence clf,lu(11(u,.) g us. in aclditior¡ , r(z) =

, ^{Ur:q 
€ Q n (0,.1)}" Let g: t'tu(L) -, R be defineci by

g(¡) = infir G Q rì, {0,,1):x € uri if x e u{ur:r ç Q n (0,r)}, and

g(x) = 1 if x'e Iv1u(L) - u{U.:r e Q n (0,1)1.

Thep, fls in Len¡ma, 3.tZ of ,i 171 ,'.g .!s a continuous map. Furthermcre,

g*({Oi) -- n{Ur:r e Q e {0,1)} = r(z)- 't'hus, r(z) e Z(Mu(t.})
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Then there is a map f: Mu(l-) *[0,1] such that Z = f({0}). f-or

ne N, letvn = f*(tl,rt) e Z(Mu(L)). Then Znvn =Ø fora'!1."n
n € N, and 7 = n{ (F1u(L) - Vn):n e ¡1. Bu'Ë ß(Mu(L)) = irl(L), so

.i

.Z and ì/n have'disjoint closures in M(L) frrr aÌl n € N" Thus,

. lhere is a zo e L such that c'l*(L)(Z) c'r(z.n) S I'l(L) - cl*qr.¡(\rn)

' . (where rl,: t,*,c(irî(,L) ) is as "'in Theorem 5.4). This is true because

, ,,i,, ct..y6¡¡'(Z) =,, rr{ú(zo):o € A} foi' some family {zo:u e A,}. But then

.l*(r)(Vn) gM(L) - .lN(¡¡(Z) = M(L) - n¡'¡,(zo):a € A] =

utÌ(M(L) - U(zo) ):o € A]. Since cI¡4(f 
) 
(Vn) is compact¡ they'e is,'

''^.a fip.ile subset F ËA such'that .t*(,-)(Vn) c u{ M(L) - r¡(zo):u c F}=
:

l'îfl) - n{u(2,*):a e F} = M(L) - p(a{zo :a e F}). 1'hus ci¡vrrr¡(z) =

r:r{,t(zo):o e Aig n¡4,(zo):o e F} g M(L) - .t'(t_)(Vn}. t.{ence,

7 9.r(t,{zo:e e F}) q,Nu(L) - Vn. Let zn = 
^[Zo:q€ 

F]" Then

7gkn)gtvtu,(i)- Vn for all n€ N. Thus, Z =rì{r(zn):ntr N} =

' Í r:".. ,i, : In view'rof the fact that Z(X) is isomorphic to z(ux)

foþ:any space x (see,BDl 0f I 171 ), Theorem 5.g characterizes the
i.,,

Iattì'teu of zero-seti'ot uny .o*[]etely regu'!ar, and Hausdorfî, space.
, ...1i . !: , ,
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